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I am a young worker in my late twenties. The p ast several years have
found me in the productive apparatus of the most highly industrialized
country in the world. Most of my work ing years h ave been spent in mass
production industries among hundreds and thousands of other workers. Their
feelings, anxieties, exhi laration, horedom, exhaustion, anger, have all been
mine to one extent or another. By " th eir fee lings" I mean those which are
the direct reactions to modern h igh-speed prod uction. The present finds me
still in a factory--one of the giant corporat ions in the country.
This pamphlet is directed to the rank and file worker and ii•; intention
is to express those innermost thoughts which the worker rarely t~ lks about
even to his fellow-workers. In keeping a diary, so to speak, of the day-to-day
reactions to factory life, I hoped to uncover the reasons for th.! worker's
deep dissatisfaction which has reached its peak in recent yc,1, s an d has
expressed itself in the latest strikes and spontaneous walkouts.
The rough draft of this pamphlet was given to workers across the
country. Their reaction was as one. They were surpri~ed and gratified to see
i~ print the experiences and thoughts which they have rardy put into
words. Workers arrive home from the factory too exhausted to read more
than the daily comics. Yet most of the workers who read the J amphlet
stayed up well into the night to finish the read ing once th ey ha started .
In direct contrast was the attitude of the intel lectuals who are detached
from the working class. To them it was a repetition of an oft-written story.
They felt cheated. There was too much <l irt and noise. T hey could not
see the content for the words. The best expression of what they had to
say was: "So what?" It was to be expected, for how could those so removed
from the daily experiences of the laboring masses of the country expect to
understand the life of the wo rker as only the worker can understand it.
I am not writing in orde r to gai n the ap proval or sympathy of these
intellectuals for the workers' actions. I want instead to illustrate to the
workers themselves that someti mes when their conditions seem everlasti ng
and hopeless, they are in actuality revealing by their every-day reactions
and expressions that they are the road to a far-r eaching change.

CHAPTER I
THE EFFECTS OF PRODUCTION
You've Got to Live
The worker has to work. There is no altemativl" but to produce m order
to provide even The bare 11ec.ess.ities of life. The sreater part of his waking
hours are spent in the factory. It is here that he, as a worker, must think
and act. No matter what the conditions of life are in the factory, J-:e has
got to make a living. That is one of the strongest motivations go,•erning
the attitude of the worker in the modem productive system. H e may not
think of ever being anything but a worker, but that does not prevem the
thousand and one pressures of factory life from leaving deep impressions
upon him.
The worker is compelled on the job_ to perform a task _wh ich ran only
make him rebel : the monotony; the gdtillB up C\'ery morning, the day by
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day drudgery which takes its toll. He labors under forced conditions. Not
only that, but there is the fact that he compels himself to accept these'
conditions. Home, family, economics make him a slave to this routine.
Theoretically, he is a free wage earner. Realistically, he cannot maintain
such a policy and exist. In other words, he thinks he has the right not to
accept his condition, but clea rly realizes he must. These two pressures tend
to foment a subterranean frustration within him.

The Shop's Hard on the Body
The factory worker lives and breathes dirt and oil. As machines are
speeded up, the noise becomes greater, the strain greater, the labor greater,
even though the process is simplified. Most steel cutting and grinding
machines of today require a lubricant to facilitate machining the material.
It is commonplace to put on a clean set of clothes in the morning and by
noon to be soaked, literally, with oil. Most workers in my d epartment have
oil pimples, rashes and sores on their arms and legs. The shoes become
soaked and the result is a steady case of athlete's foot. Blackheads fill the
pores. It is an extremely aggravating sd of effects. We speak often o f
sitting and soaking in a hot tub of water to loosen the dirt and ease >he
infectious blackheads.
In most factories the worker freezes in the winter, sweats in the
summer and often does not have hot wa ler to wash the day's g rime from
his body. How many thousands of workers have ridden the bus home with
sweat and grime from the shop still cow:ring their bodies. Even if t11e
facilities are there, the desire lo get home and away from the shop is so
strong that workers often wi ll not even bother to change out of their work
clothes. On the other hand, some workers del iberately scrub themse!;-es '.! nrl
take show ers before leaving the factory. They attempt to lc:ave nery las t
taint of the day's work on the inside of the plant gate. A new set of
clothes and they are on the way home feeling a little relaxed from the
day's grind .
X is a laborer. He pull s chips from the machines; fills the machines
with cutting oil and helps stock up. Since a number of laborers we re
laid off, his job has increased in intensity. He has more machines to tend.
As a result, he, like the others, begins sweating profusely. The bad put
is this. Upon filling the cart with chips, he pushes the cart outside of the
plant. The constant change of temperature comb,ined with the swe:iting
gives many of these laborers colds and bone troubles ( arthritis, etc.) .
However, they have discovered that if they wear a heavy sweatshirt, the
perspiration will be absorbed . Of course, they are continually uncomfortable.
Factory lighting as I have known it has never approached d:tylight in
being able to ease the strain on the eyes. Most often in the shops it is of
a yellow hue. To illustrate the results of this, it is best to repeat what other
workers have said on this score. A worker coming off the shift steps out
into the sunlight. He blinks his eyes and says : " I feel as if I have just
come up out of the coal mines."
Sometimes workers who do not even know each other, greet each
other in passing. One day a worker whom I did not at all know, walked
by me and in a brief statement and a gesture of his hand towards the
earth announced: "Down into the salt mines again."
Lunch time on the cafeteria veranda, an a-GI says : "These goddamn
factories arc prisons. You are cooped up without a chance to get a decent
breath of fresh air."
The plant is generally filled with a heavy smoke froni tlle carburizing
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and heat treating departments. It fills the nose and throat. . Some one wrote
the following on the locker room bulletin board: "Why don't ,ome one
do something about this smoke hell-hole?" It remained there for a few
days and then the following was written : · "The union is no good, the
smoke is still here ."
In the various shops in which I wPrked, I used to notice that most
old-timers chewed tobacco. Now there is a definite reason for this. T o
be exact :
1. It was one way to substitute for smoking on the job.
2. It seemed to absorb the fumes, dust and steel frag lllents th at
floated around.
I have noticed several young workers doing it now . I asked one why.
He said that every night when he got home, his throat is coate({ aa d also
his nostrils with tr'! dust of the shop. He said it is a lung protecr,m. Many
of the workers have discolored teeth as a result. Snuff is also us1:d .
I have made these observations of other jobs.
Foundry workers have the soles of their feet cooked on the job. It is
a hot, filthy, smoky job and the feet ache from toasti ng. There is the evcrpres·e nt danger of being burned by molten metal.
Crane operators inhale all fumes, dust, gas, heat, etc., which rise
to the ceiling. In one shop, the crane men used to complain bitterly th it
they had to urinate in buckets because they were not allowed to leave
the crane.
Production weld ing is also bad. The mask is over the hc:ad fo r long
hours. It is a stifling job. The fl ash of a welding torch can bli nd a worker.
Many such accidents happened d uring the war.
The factory routine often causes the worker physical d iscomfort and
irritation of a very intimate kind. In the morn ing he fa ces the c:iucstion :
should he relieve himself by movi ng his bowels bdo re he leaves the house,
which will mean rushing in order to get to work on ti me ; or shoul d he be
uncomfortable until he can relieve h imself in the pla nt ? On the other hand,
in the plant he may not be able to leave his machine at the time he has the
impulse to go to the men's room because of the/croduction demands made
on him. Sometimes in such a situation, he shuts ow n his machi ne in an ger
and says : "To hell with this. W hen you gotta go, you gotta go." :N o
matter what course he follows, the result is that what should be a simple,
personal routine, becomes a matter of pain, irritation and confl ict .
There are times when a worker will cut himself badly. Although the
company continually states that the hospital facilities are there fo r the
use of the men, and that even the most minor cut or bruise sho uld be
reported to ti-e hospital , the men do not report for treatment often. The
reason for this is that they are afraid that they will receive 11. black mark
on their record wh ich might classify them as careless workers in th is
or any other factory where they might be working.
One day workers in one end of the shop are freezing from the cold .
They get up a delegation and go into the front office. They say : " Either
we get heat or we go home."
Monday morning on a dreary, cold, _winter _day : Workers are dremng
and changing clothes. A worker comes in and in one word expresses the
philosophical outlook and feelings of each worker present. In a frustrated ,
definitive, angry tone, he says. "Horse _S . . ." Everyone understands
and says to himself, ··you a.n say that agam for me, brother."
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Abd Harder on the Mind
There are times when a worker suffers a nervous and mental breakdown
as a result of attending machines for long hours over a period of months
and years. It takes a period of sustained exposure to result in such a climax.
In one shop where I was steward, I happened one day to look over at a
machine where one of the workers was sitting. He had his head in his hands.
It was immediately discernible that something was wrong. I went over to
him. He told me if he didn't walk out that instant, he would break. I hurried
him into the locker room and he left the building. A couple of days later he
told me that was the closest he ever came to a physical and mental breakdown.
In the same department I knew one worker who suffered a nervous breakdown after parts of his machine had showered him when the power was on
and something went wrong. Home difficulties, combined with the machine
often produce terribly nervous individuals.
On the job, as a result of constantly handling steel chips, the fingernails
are torn away. Sometimes it is painful, but always irritating anc! annoying.
Many accidents happen because of simple forgetfulness. The most usual is
that of getting a cut by grabbing a chip coming off the machine. Many
machines require a constant repetition of routine actions on the part of the
worker. With the foot he steps on a lever while his hands are engaged in
putting a piece of work in the machine and pushing other levers. The week
in and week out repetition of these movements at certain times produces a
sort of dullness or dizziness. The result is that one day the worker will put
his hand in the machine instead of the piece of work. After such an accident, the operator asks himself, "Why did I do that?"
The militancy of the American worker is something of a sporadic nature.
Now fierce, now subtle, now quiet. He may go for months without a violent
outward expression. Even years. This does not belie the fact that continually
within him is an ever-pressi ng force which drives towards eruption. Such
an explosion at a particular time seizes any reason at hand as the basis for
its manifestation.
A worker walks in and si is down in my aisle of lockers at the beginning
of work. He is a veteran, was wounded overseas. He suddenly exclaims in
a loud voice, "Let's go out on strike." I look at him and ask, "What brings
this on?" He replies, "I can't stand it." "Stand what?" I ask. He answers :
"The incessant pounding in my head. The goddamn bang-bang-bang of the
machine is ,i :iving me nuts. It is driving me crazy. Back and forth, back and
forth."
The machine he operates is a cold header. It chops off half-inch pieces
of steel abou~ one-half inch in diameter from a large roll of steel. It takes
great pressure and is done without heat so that the ,result is a_steady pounding
noise, with the feeding arm going back and forth. I myself worked next to
these machines for several weeks. When you leave work, there still remains
the continued booming in your head.
I asked one worker how old he was. His reply was "30." I then said,
"Well, you are as old as you feel in body and spirit." He replied, "Then
here am I, an old man."
One young worker I know spoke of the fact that he was always under
a strain because the boss was constantly yelling at him. As a result, whenever he sees the boss approach, he bides. In arguments with •he ~s~, on
the other hand, he suddenly becomes angry and threatens to quit.
There is the worker who arrives every morning in the locker rx;,1 with,
"Ours is not to reason why, ours is but to do and die."
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The worker's attitude is: "All that the company is interested in is
production and more production." This is his way of protesting against the
complete disregard of the individual human element. This is also evidenced
by such statements as : "What do they think we are, pieces of steel?"

CHAPTER II
A LIFE-TIME TRANSFORMEU INTO WORKING-TIME
l Work All Week for Friday Night
The life of a worker is transformed into working-time. He does not
know how to play. After working hours, in the company of other workers,
the conversation invariably returns to the 'shop. It is like a drug that will
not release his mind. The worker thinks of pay day and the r·rid of the
week. His off-hours are always conditioned by, "I can't stay up late as I
have to go to work tomorrow." When Sunday night arrives, he thinks
dejectedly of returning to work on Monday morning. The inccss, nt process
, ontinually repeats itself. He looks longingly for week-rnds and they
disappear before he has a real chance to absorb them. He says, "I work ~.II
week for Friday night."
There are times when the worker has several days off in a row. The
1-nowledge of this almost immediately begins to loosen the psychological
,,train. After a few days, he begins to acquire rest and peace of mind . The
,~·ark takes on a lighter aspect. He has the opportunity to look out of his
!imited sphere. The pressure of work temporarily leaves him. Oddly
·, oough however, during fleeting moments of this period, a sense of
,nexplainable guilt for not being at work sudden ly will come over him.
fhe return to work is difficult. The first few hours back in the shop still
finds the worker imbued with the spirit of his sojourn. Then comes the
end of the day. The appearance and feeling of the worker are exa<:tly
what they were before the break occurred.
Effects of production are of a very insidious nature. Some of the
cumulative effects reach heights of bursting power. There are days when
some workers will go home early or not come in to work at all.
The worker often has to fool himself in order to keep working the
whole week. On Tuesday he willJ.romise himself a day off the following
da/. When W~dnesday rolls aroun , he will say to himself: ''I'll work today
and take off on Thursday instead." He C:0es this until Friday comes along
and then he says: "I might as well finisr. ,h-! week. Another eight hours
won't kill me."
One of the workers won $50 on a bet. When he learned of it in the
plant, he worked 4 hours and then took off.
Now and then, the plant has a fire drill. The workers march out of
the plant for five minutes. Everyone seizes the opportunity to smoke. Remarks
of this kind can be heard: ''I'd like to go right home," or " I wish we would
stay out till quitting time."
Ten workers from my department .i.re settled around the table at lunch
time. As the half hour period ends, one worker states adamantly: "Let's
stay here (cafeteria) and not go down to work. We work hard. What can
they .do to us if we stay?"
There is an old popular phrase used on payday, "Another day, another

dollar.''
When payday comes, the locker-room buzzes as though a faucet
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turned on. This one day of the week, there is whistling, chattering, and
lively activity. The thing for which the workers have struBSled all week
has arrived, so it is natural that they should justify their su1fering by the
· good old pay check."
On the other hand, there is at certain times in the worker a psychological
Jrive to remain in the plant. As we know, a worker spends most of his
waking hours in the pfant or at his labor. His life, therefore, revolves
around this activity. His subconscious becomes overwhelmed with facts
:tnd thoughts concerning machine, workers, bosses, regularity of work hours,
and incessant repetition. When out of the shop, he breathes a little more like
a man. His home is more like the expression of his life. When the break
occurs in the work and he has his week-end, for a fleeting moment he has
loosened himself from the effects of the shop. Then crash ! He must
reorient himself back on Monday to the same old routine. The mental
strain at many times is immense. This was much more so during the war
when in many instances the work day was 12 hours, 6 and 7 days a week.
As a result, having become aldimated to the shop, there were times he
would rather remain than leave. The longer hours a worker puts in, the
easier it is to drag him still further in the work day. There is a converse
to this. As the work day shortens, and the work week correspondingly, the
worker then begins to want a still shorter working period.
Once we were going back to a 40 hour week. I have heard many
comments on this. The greater part of them are statements to th, effect
that these workers are very happy about it. They hate to lose the overtime
pay ( as they need it badly) but since the initiative was not theirs, they
feel that they are not cutting their own throats. As I have heard it :
" I won't ask for overtime. If the company gives it to me, I will work,
but I hope there is no overtime."

Speaking of overtime, workers sometimes resent other workers refusing
overtime, because they are afraid that it will jeopardize their own overtime.
They do not want overtime but arc forced to take it by economic necessity.
Then I have heard rambling conve_rsations. One worker says, "Let's
work 6 hours a day, 5 days." Another says: "While you are wanting, how
about 2 hours a day, 4 days a week?"

There Must Be a Better Way of Making a Living Than Thia
There exists today in the factory an attitude which was not apparent
before the war. As stated by the workers, it goes, "There must be a better
way of making a living than this." It is a distinct change. Several business
suggestions have been bandied back and forth. Opening a tavern, ice
cream parlor, launderette, etc. No one of the workers could finance it
alone, so for a while they spoke about _partnerships, but then gave that up.
They feel the closeness of their econormc position.
I have noticed the trend amongst the workers to speak more and more
:n terms of security. How it can be gotten, etc. There is a strong attitude
p revalent to the effect that the worker gets pushed around too much on
the job. They think in terms of a year or two at the present job. "When
production really gets under way it will be a short time before the warehouses arc flooded." In short, they expect bust. Every time a four day work
wcclc is scheduled, the workers speak as if the dcprcssioo is already here.
On the other hand, whm they arc sure of a full week's work, some workas
will take a day off.
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The married worker with a family feels that the single worker who·
supports himself only, cannot be too responsible. He arrives at this conclusion
this way. Factory life is drudgery . .Anyone who .is not .forced by necessity
to endure it, is one who will at any moment up ~nd leave or be irresponsible
on the job. It is not uncommon to hear one worker say to another, "Why
do you stay in the factory? If I was single, I would be out of here long

ago."
One of the inspectors told me he is going into business. Day after
day he gets up at the same time, goes through the same routine, and comes
home. He says he refuses to take it any longer. This monotonous procedure
is getting. him down. He does not want to spend his life this -way. He
had best make a break before he gets old. He does not care if he loses
all his savings, at least he will be free for a while. He was in the marines
and did picket duty during the strike._ I told him he was · doomed to the
factory and he bec_ame very upset. He took a month's leave cf absence,
failed, and then came back.
Workers often change jobs in the hope of finding conditions better
in another situation. Often they will even take ,less pay if a certain job
appears to offer peace of mind. It is apparent now though that conditions
of work everywhere are the same. A change of jobs may bring a novelty,
but it wears off in a week or so.

The Wile and Kids
The worker cannot express even to himself the real meaning of his
suffering. When he arrives home, he finds that his wife, after a hard day's
work in the home, often does not show any interest in his problems.
His realization of this makes him at times resent the fact that he cannot even
unburden himself to his wife. He often talks to his kids about his work
though. Not so they will understand, but as a release for himself.
At other times, the wife is the only one to -whom the worker can
unburden himself. Many workers' wives know a.s much about the factory
their husband is employed in as do workers in the shop. Over the supper
table the many pressures which fell on the· worker that day come out. Perhaps
a fight with the foreman, some spoiled work, or trouble with the machine.
If during the day the worker has made some creative work or found
himself able to deal with some troublesome problem on the machine, he
will report it to his wife in glowing terms.
Many. times the worker awakens on a non-work day with the impression that it is a working day. Saturday or Sunday for instance. He
wakes up with a start, not having set the alarm and frantically realizes he
is late. The shop is ever in his subconscious.
About getting up in the morning, there is a technique which most
workers use against being late. The clock is set and placed about 5 or IO
feet away. To shut it off, it is necessary to get out of bed and walk,
stumble, and what have you, to..the clock. This process insures the workers
waking enough to realize it is time to get up. When the clock is placed
next to the bedside, it is a common occurrence to reach out, stop the
alarm, rest a few minutes and th~n wake u_p late for work. This provokes
haste and nervous stomach, · upset m the family, etc.
·
Often the wife must do the waking up at five or six in the morning.
This adds to the trials of her day as she has to wake up a short time later
for the kids. Many times home life is disrupted by this series of e·1ents. It
results in e~ly mo~ng quarr~ls and arguments wi~ ~e b~ban1 leaving
f!>r work w1~ut btS lunch ~ - Al~ a cause of this disruption m family
hf~ is the shift work. The third shift from 12 :00 to 7 :00 A.M. i.~ th,-

worst. Some call it the nightmare shift. The family can rarely get together
and looks longingly for weekends. The worker gets home at the beginning
of <lay and tries to sleep with the kids running around. He gets irritated
at the kids and yells at his wife for not keeping them quiet. He works
hard all night to come home to this.
Doth second and third shifts prevent the husband and wife from
sharing in a rational and human manner the normal intimacies of life.
Many young workers think of a new baby in the family in terms of
su pport, or will they make enough to take care of it. If a slip occurs, the
chain grows tighter. Many workers resort to having abortions for their
wives. I know one such case in the shop where the woman became critically
ill as a result and still suffers from the effects. This family already has two
Lhildren. They like infants. The only apparent reason for the abortion was
economic insecurity.
After supper, sitting in the living room, it is a matter of minutes
before falling off in an exhausted sleep on the parlor chair. Here is the
way it is told. " I put the radio on. I heard the announcer state the 'Lux
radio for the evening,' and that is all. I woke up a few hours later. Stiff
neck and backache and flopped into bed."
Here are some other aspects of home life. Many workers say, "I've
already got my ice-box filled with beer. I generally drink a half a dozen
bottles before going to bed." Or, " Relaxing with a bottle of beer."
Taking a ride on non-work days, a worker many times will deliberately
avoid those streets which lead him to work. He comes to dislike all those
buildings and landmarks which line the route to the factory. Or he will
many times deliberately ride this circuit up to the plant and past, precisely
because he is free to do so on this one day.
On the other hand, workers have often made it a point to bring their
whole family down to the plant site on a Sunday. There they explain to
the family what section of the plant is their working -area.
The worker tries to bring a bit of his home into the factory, so he
often show s to other workers the pictures which he carries in h is wallet
of his children . Sometimes it is the home in which he lives. It is not unusual
for snapshots of all kinds to be on the inside cover of a worker'.s toolbox.
One fellow had a snapshot of a filling station which he once owned, and
another of his automobile.
In spite of the fact that workers continually go on strike, during
periods when such is not the case, the attitude prevailing is one which would
seemingly preYent a strike. Workers continually refer to the fact that they
have a wife and kids and have responsibilities. They say, "I can't afford
to be out of work or go on strike. If you were married, you would know
and understand."
It is very difficult to reach workers at certain periods. To picture this
point clearly we can say that the workers have drawn back into themselves
to think things out. Events as they unfold are the lever which periodically
brings forth these thoughts into actions. The average worker has too much
responsibility to be persuaded by words alone.

CHAPTER III
SINCE THE WAR ENDED
The Speed-Up
At the time of the telephone strike, in the spring of 1947, we got an
eleven and a half cents raise. Machines have been speeded up again to get
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it back. Most workers said when we got the raise that the company would
take it out of our hide.
The worker used to be able to smoke more often. Now he has to
spend all day watching, changing and cleaning tools. The interludes arc
briefer. The end of the day produces a more exhausted worker, mentally
and physically. The moments of relaxation are continually diminishing.
On the other hand, the more the mad ,ine is speeded up, the more times
the worker seeks to leave his machine even though this increases the chances
of the machine· s cracking up.
Workers in many departments now run 3 and 4 machines where
previously a worker ran one. This keeps a worker jumping and on his toes.
Invariably during every day someone will speak of his exhaustion .
A worker on a high speed automatic machine said : "I am geared up
at a high speed pitch to run a fast machine. Kept busy piling up ll,e work,
loading and putting new tools in. If I was to be put on a slower machine,
I couldn't sta(!d the change of pace. At the same time it would be a vacation
compared to the fast one I run."

I Dropped Dead
The shop has the incentive system. The company appears to cheat
workers here and there out of parts of their bonus. Many ask "Why do they
do this?" The computations of the bonus become complicated especially when
time cards are given to workers. The company is often accused of ripping up
time cards that were given to workers.
One worker went into a long, heated talk against the incentive system.
Spoke of how a man has to exhaust himself to reach or go ove r the established
norm. Also a normal day's work would relieve tension and is enough to
expect from a worker. He stated Yehementlr tha t he would like to throttle
the inventor of the bonus or incentive system.
When the operators fail to make bonus by the end of the da)', they
climax it with the expression, "I dropped dead." The essence is that the
worker exhausted himself to no avail.

To Produce or Not to Produce
The machines are speeded up about 40 %. The workers arc caught in
a contradiction. To continue to produce at that rate might soon put them
out of work. The workers are divided on the subject. Some think that it
matters little, and that when the big bust comes, it will hit them anyway.
Others quietly begin to lower their production per day. The work, intensifying in pressure, also drives more workers to reduce their daily quota. To
produce or not to produce under these conditions is the question. The cost
of living soars upward, compelling the worker to produce in order to
make extra money on incentive with which to meet his daily needs.
When ·time-study men are about, the worker will find a multitude of
reasons for shutting the machine down. A resentment of large proportions
grows as he sees the man from the office with the clock in his hand. It is
then that he uses all the tricks he knows to slow down the machine and
also his ov, n action. The time-study man is unwanted in the shop. Every"'·here he goes, resentment-filled eyes follow him . He is aware of this, and
many times is almost apologetic, at other times surly.

The Company Cheeks Up
Relations betwcm checker and worker have always· been a strained
a.ffair. The worker always attempting to cheat, the checker always feels
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sure the worker is putting something over on him. Of course, the checker's
personality becomes molded to his job and he becomes more or less of a
"bastard" to the workers. He counts their work to see that they are not
cheating, which they resent. However, the workers cheat at every opportunity
by stealing work after collection or by deliberate miscount to the checker.
Stealing pans of work from the company is an art which many practice.
The worker in the morning will steal a pan of work. If in the afternoon,
the checker accidentally should give him a miscount on a few pieces, he
gets angry and demands the few pieces, even though they mean little.
On some machines, counters were placed to determine whether the
worker was stealing work, and to determine the amount of cycles the
machine made. A cycle is equivalent to one finished piece of work. It is
clear that every means will be used to get the utmost out of the men.
The company is now checking the usage of electric power the last 1 :5
minutes before quitting time. Many workers having reached their quota
by then, shut down. It appears as though the company wants to determine
the amount of labor they are not receiving.

The Worker Double Checks
The worker becomes a bookkeeper and carefuIJy calculates his day's
percentage, checking it against company receipts to see that he is not cheated.
He does the same with his pay check every week. He is consumed with
anger if the company has shorted him.
The plant took inventory this week. Many workers including laborers,
machinists, heat-treat, grinders, etc., participated. For the past several months
workers have been stealing pans of work to fill their bonus needs. Obviously,
there will be a shortage of tens of thousands of pieces in inventory. The
workers found the situaticn quite humorous.
We are on production in our department. One hundred percent is the
norm you are told to achieve. It takes all day to reach that. It is generally
in the last three quarters of an hour that you make your bonus. What has
happened is this. The checker comes around to close the worker out just
about then. Many lose their bonus because the checker comes ton early. There
bave been some violent flare- ups on this score. Once a worker came around
and told the others not to turn in their work until quitting time. However,
tlie re is a contradiction involved. The workers are told to shut down early
but yet hate to lose their bonus. Here is how the workers get around this :
After the checker has gone, they let the machines run for the next guy, so
'. hat when he comes in, lying in the pan will be the work he would
normally lose at the end of day. The next man does the same for him.
Some workers spend the last half hour making work for the next
fellow. However, there are many workers who don't do so. Caught in
the contradictions of company inefficiency, high piece-work rates and the
desire to make bonus, the end of the day finds them too exhausted to cha!:0 .c
tools or to make e>-.1:ra work for the incoming worker. The desire to shut
down the machine as soon as possible and to get away from it is always
present.

Violatiom
In our shop there is a set of company rules. If any are broken, it means
a violation. Three violations give the compmy the right to fire you. This
can readily be used by the company when seeking to fire someone. One
worker once told me, "They can fire you anytime. All they have to do i.s
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say your work is scrapped three times or catch you smoking, or coming tn
late.' ' (However, this is dependent on the strength of the union.)
The company every once in a while sends a superintendent into the
wash rooms to catch workers smoking dr sitting down . Badge numbers are
taken down and a black mark put against your record. The worker resents
these sneaky tactics.
Workers have been restricted to 111.!l hines till the bell rings. Formerly,
they were able to go up five minutes or so earlier to the lunch room or at
quitting time to the locker room. There is also to be no more eating of lunch
at the machines. However, the men are already breaki ng it down. Violations
are given out by the company. The plant superintendent compbi,,s that no
sooner is the restri ction annou nced than he catches a worke r eati flg a sand wich . He says the worker has the gall to offer him a bite too. O1,e worker
was hauled in and threatened with a vio lat ion. His reply was, [ wi ll cat
three sandwiches and you can give me the three viol ations and try h · fi re i'ne."
One worker I know has two vio lations. H e is bitter over such lre.1tment
of workers. That is no way to treat your fellow men, he says . I , ked him
why he signed the violation when he should h.we fought it ',,,jti: ,he u nion.
He says that while he was in the office, he was ragi ng inwarJly, l, ut it cou ld
not be noticed- outward ly. He signed it to show the company he wa~ riot
afraid of them.
The company tries not to antagonize workers who arc t ro11 blc-m1ke rs.
Their attitude seems to be that if such a worker is irri tated by th e con tp~ny,
he will prove to be a g reater source of aggravation for the company. T hi: refore, th ey attempt wherever possible to placate such workers.
The company has the right to fi re wo rke rs wh o han bi:e,1 g iven ,·iolations. That is, for stea ling wo rk, m;i J...ing ,crap, being c.1ught ,n-,ok:ng d e
Al though that is the law, so to speak, llie l<Hl1! •:lll}' rarel y invokes i t. Tli .:::
could not in actuality en fo rce it. InsteJd 1licy 1tk1 1pt to irrii.tte t!1e wu,kc.: r
into obeying the law.
A worker once was caught stea ling a pan of work to n11ke u p h is bon u\
needs for the day. Upon being call ed into the uffice, he dcmatdcd tha t they
should give him his final pay, and if they d id not like his work, Le ,,ou! <l 5 ,1
elsewhere . The company declined to do Lhis, but in orde r to pcna liLc li in,,
gave him a few days off.
Plant supervi sion has attempted several times to p rt,:rn t men from t,,i n.r;
their half hour lunch to doze off in the locke r room sl retched out on benches.
I used to do ·this in other plants. The idea is to eat your lu nch sum ::ptitiously
before the bell and then escape into sleep for one-half hou r. The awak ning
is only that much worse though .
The rn en often say: " If they were to fire us for all the vi olatio ns 1.hat are
committed, th ~re would be no one working in the plant."

No Use Giving the Company Something for Nothing
The worker does not give freely of his full est abilities. W hen he dc e:m
it necessary, he will cut his production. If he can't make ou t on the job, he
wi ll make sure he goes well unde r for the week_ " 0io use g iving the
company something for nothing, as th at is what they are looki ng for," he sap.
"You're here to work for you rse lf, not for the company. "
There are-days when a worker has become particula rly irri,~.,ed at the
company. He vents h is anger by putting out less work than u$ua l. O ther
tirr.es, when the company speeds up the machine and increases the r:orm, ~
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section of workers will tactily agree to begin a slow down . Such a situation
is occurring now in one departm ent. In order to compel the company to reduce
the rate, the workers are at present engaged in a daily reduction of their percentage. Since the company has refused by arbitration to reduce the rate,
the men are relying on their own actions to compel a change.
The workers feel that strikes merely for wages do not get them
anywhere. There is a direct, distinct and often openly voiced sentiment against
another strike. However, it is easy to see from day to day, that as a result of
the speed-up in the machinery and the increased exploitation, no excuse of
wages will be needed for strike justifi cation when the saturation point is
reached .

CHAPTER IV
THE INEFFICIENCY OF THE COMPANY
The plant I work in is part of a g ian t corporation. The network is
country-wide. It is a high degree of capitalist organization in industry. However, the bureaucratic supervision of wo rk results in inefficiency on a tremendous scale in view of the effort involved . It appears that the company is sacrificing all for production. It is not so. More production could be gotten
in a different manner. The in ten t is more at the subjugation and control of
the laborer.

Wanton Use of Machinery
The machinery is speeded up to a high degree. As a result there are
continuous breakdowns and a large crew of maintenance men is needed.
The wanton use of the mach inery is e ·erywhere apparent.
A cam will be put in the machine to red uce cutting time. The tools as a
result hit at high speed and both burn and break up. As a result of excessiv<;
speeds, bearings in the machines bum out, and some machines are always in
repair. Such machine speeds induce the worke r to say: " Some day these damn
machines will take off and fly away. "
The machines are geared to certain types of metal. Often the steel put
at the machine is of a temper harder than that required. This once again
causes burned up and broken tools.
For weeks on end, necll,5sary repairs will not be made. A new hole needs
to be tapped in a fi xture to keep it secure. A slipping cJutch or brake threatens ·
the cracking up of the machine at any time with the added danger to the
operator. Nothing is done.
The company is not interested in how many tools are burned up, or how
often the men must change them. They are primarily interested in getting
the machines to run at maximum speed and then it will be .up to the operators
to keep up with them.
"If I Had the Money Spent on This .. . "'
The company continually attempts to cut down on the expense departments, that is, the non-productive depa rtments. The production departments
suffer by this and are constantly irritated by having to do incidentai errands.
The grinding department has blueprints from which they calculate how
to grind up the tools. The worker in his <laily experience finds that the blueprint is no good and he asks the grinder to do it bis way. The grinder says
.. ob.y," and for a while he cooperates with _the machine operator. Management bea~ of this. A big argument takes place. The grJider is told that he
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is to take orders only from management and to follow the blueprint. He then
says : "You're the boss," and does as instructed. What follows would be
somewhat funny if it did not add to the troubles of the worker io the shop.
The worker is then compelled to go to the crib, get the tool, find the foreman,
tell him a change must be made in the tool , get a requisition from the foreman, go to the grinding room, and request the grinder to stop whatever he is
doing to grind up the tool he needs. It should be remembered that from the
moment the worker goes to the cri b for the tool, it has already been ground
up once.
A huge conveyor belt has recently been in stalled throughout the plant.
It goes fro m department to department. Hundreds of steel girders and steel

baskets comprise its make- up. The cost ran into thousands of dollars . As far
as the workers are concerned it is at this date a fai lure. T he work,·rs are constantly !1urting themselves on it. It is in the middle of the mach inery and
serves as a hazard. The workers are becoming increasingly angry al: mt it.
Whereas before the machine operator stacked up his work in pans and
placed them on the floor for a laborer to pick up later, now tlie men are
orde;ed to place the work on the conveyor. The laborer is now eliminated in
this respect. The company had tried to institute this once before, but failed.
Many of the workers rebelled at the new system, claiming it was out of their:
classification, etc. For some days there was a disturbance. Although the new
system has proved in some ways more satisfactory, the fact that the men were
not consulted and the company arbitrarily instituted it, brought on the
revolt.

At this time, a layoff numbering into hundreds has been :.. kinr place.
The workers contrast the cost of the conveyor and its waste of mo ~, ~y and
space to this layoff and say that the expense involved cou ld easily have kept
all these workers on the job. Many say, " If I had the money spent on this,
I could retire for life." The layoffs have bro ught on increased labor on the
part of those still remaining. The workers all understand and state openly
and consistently -that the company is trying to cut overhead and expense.
These layoffs have affected all but the production departments, i.e., laborers,
inspectors, toolroom, maintenance, and other non-production.
An incident happened in the shop one day. There was a shortage of
laborers due to the layoff. Consequently when the checker came around, he
asked the machine operators to load the work onto the conveyor. There was
a rebellion expressed thus; "Give them an inch and they want a mile." As a
result, a number of the operators refused to load. The laborers were put back
on the job. It is obvious that the company is trying to get the machine operators
to do the work of the chip-pullers and laborers as well.
A worker put in a suggestion, asking that the recently installed conveyor be used to carry tools to the machines. The company turned it down.
The workers thought it was a good idea, but would fail because there never
are enough tools anyway and most of them would be gone before half of the
machines had been reached.

!Uanagement Complains
Management complains continually that the workers do not cooperate.
They don't dean the machines or sweep the floor. There arc seventy accidents
in one month in one department.
Safety meetings arc held once a month for one half hour following

Junch .. At the meetings, management attempts to superimpose the company's
sa fety staff as a counter to the union apparatus. The workers are exhorted to
bring their complaints to this safety committee. To stimulate worker's participation they appoint three shop workers as the first rung of the safety
committee. Thereafter the committee consists of the company engineers and
personnel.
The safety meetings are con.-:lucted by the company. A speech is generally
given by the foreman for most of the allotted half hour. The last few minutes
arc left open • -,r discussion by the ranks. If a worker or two speaks about
something unimportant, they are patiently listened to. If, however, the men
are in an uproar and begin jumping up to complain about this, that, or the
other thing and the meeting runs away, it is immediately adjourned, and
the companys says : "Back to the machines, men, we have work to do."
These are some of the reactions of the workers to the safety committee
meetings.
1. "Oh boy, another half hour to rest."
2. ··what kind of safety meeting is this? All they did was yell at the
porters."
3. Some doze off during meetings.
4. The foreman and superintendent always say : "The men are negligent
and don't cooperate with the safety committee."
5. You are told to get enough sleep, not to drink, and to eat the right
foods .
6. The men snicker sometimes.
7. The company maintains they are doing everything to-help the men.
At one meeting the company stated : "We now have_ enough laborers to
keep the plant clean, now do your part." Not long after, half the laborers
were hid off. It seems to the workers that the company doesn't know its
plJns from one week to the next.
W hy Sueh Inefficiency?
One grievance condition in the plant has existed for over a year. Heavy
smoke from the heat-treating furnaces periodically covers the plant. This has
been brought up in almost every committee meeting. The condition still exists.
One worker says: "Someday, we are going to do something about this."
One day a worker is hauled into the office for making a pile of scrap
work. They want to know why. His reply is this: "The lighting is poor.
Those bulbs on the machine become coated with oil and I can't see. My eyes
become strained looking into the machine and it was impossible to see what
I was doing."
Inefficiency and red tape on the fart of the company often drive the
v,•orker to the point of a combination o tears and anger. A shortage of tools
at a critical moment, an improperly ground tool, a faulty machine left unrepai red and endangering the worker, help not around when needed, stock for
the machines left not at the machine for which it is needed but ten machines
Jown where it is not needed; passing the buck down the line when something
got s wrong all contribute to the aggravating situation.
Workers often say:
"Why such inefficiency?"
"The cornpany lost a day's work because of a lack: of a piece of chain
costing about 75 cents."
"Why are there no wubers? un't the company afford it?"
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It is getting so that supervision don't give a damn about anything."
Many work~rs become angry bcca~ of the fact that suggestions which
they put tn are ignored. These suggestions would add to efficiency and also
increase production as well as save money.
There is a general tendency in all strata of the working class to work in
as efficient a manner as possible. Also, workers feel pride when a plant is
operated efficiently. The more comp!tx .,ml efficient the plant, the greater
pride the worker experiences. The more conservative workers, i.e., the ones
on higher paying and better jobs, those who have a perspective of going out
on their own, or those who feel there is a chance for advancement, constantly seek and strive to make for more efficient operation. On t.he other
hand, the majority of the workers face a frustrat ing contradiction. They
feel their oppressed status and consciously and unconsciously strugg le against
it. They realize that any increase in efficiency is a further exploit.r:ion and
oppression. As a· result, they constantly h ave to struggle to rr. ,i.n ta.in a
balance between good and efficient •.. vrkmanship and their dass interests.
The company tries to increase production by every mechani, . : means.
Management talks much about the human fa ctor in producti on Lu t it cannot
conceive that the human factor lies in the collective capaci ties of the workers
. themselves.

The Violent Reaction of the Wot·L..er
The conditions of life in the factory often drive the worker into a fury.

If windows supplying vital ventilation arc closed, he will like as not pick up
a piece of steel and break the window. That is the way I have oeen it time
and again.
In the toilets, water will deliberatdy be left run.ni;1g at full force when
no one is using the sink. Fixtures are d ismantled and doors brc,ken.
I have seen workers methodically tear apa rt sections of mad1ine1y !ying
about and throw them away.
The conveyor has large steel baskets which hJng from the chain belt.
Periodically a dozen or so must be repaired . It seems that the ·work.eis twist
the baskets as they go by, swing them back and forth, and in gcncn1 l mutilate
them.
I have heard workers say that they wish th at th eir JT- J.chinc would break
up mechanically so that they would not have to run it.
There is the destructive fury manifested by the worker throwing a piece
of work at the machine when it does not function properly. He bitterly curses
the "Goddam machine."
Another worker slipped with his wrench and cut himself. He !,urled
the wrench on the Boor in anger. This same worker during the same day had
machine trouble. His anger reached new heights. He cursed the machine, the
company, the foreman and kept shouting he was going to quit.
Going off the shift, a worker spits at his machine a.nd cu rses the company
and anybody in earshot.
A "Hammer Merchant" is a worker who uses a sledge hammer to adjust
the fixtures on his machine. Instead of loosening the bolts keepi ng the fixture
tight, he resorts to such activity as using the hammer in order to save him
time on production. Over a period of time the machinery becomes mutilated.
Many workers resent such a destruction of the machine and it causes argu•
ments among them.
I once had trouble with a machine and said to the worker next to me,
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"If I owned this machine, I'd break it up." I was very irritated at the time.
He replied, "Don't break your own machine but bre* this one, it belongs
to_the company."

The Dilemma of the Foreman
The position of the foreman is an extremely tenuous one. He is caught
between two fires. He has to force the worker to produce as his job hinges
on it. The pressure upon him from above is very heavy. An important slip on
his part would mean his being broken. Those who are above him deliberately
divorce themselves as much as possible from daily contact with the workers.
This task they place upon the foreman and the first rank of supervisory help.
Any difficulty the foreman has with workers is taken out on him. At the same
time, there is the immense amount of red-tape and buck passing of responsibility which finally puts the whole burden of something not done upon the
worker himself. In the words of the worker, "Before you get something done
around here you could drop dead."
All this, having its effect upon the foreman, produces a tense and strained
individual. If he is at all sensitive, he is a mental wreck, always transmitting
his unstable position to the worker.
I am acquainted at first hand with the situation concerning one foreman
who had to take several weeks off as he was on the edge of a nervous
breakdown.
Many foremen, in order to ease the pressure on themselves, will cultivate
a shell of indifference. They vow to themselves that no matter what happens,
it will not get the best of them. Then when trouble arises in the shop, the
foreman will shrug his should_ers, and intimating there is nothing he can do
about it, walk away, leaving those involved to figure it out for themselves.
Such situations sometimes develop into "hot potatoes." No one in the
supervision will take responsibility. So from top management on down, the
"buck" is passed. So confused does the issue get, that even the various layers
of supervision wind up contradicting each other. No one will take the authority
to give a decisive statement on the matter.
I once spent several months as a foreman over a few workers. I learned
through this and experience as a worker in production that the supervisory
help, i.e. the foremen, become irritated by the fact that they feel the workers
arc deliberately holding back on the job. The men are not producing as they
could. They express it : "The men don't want to work, they are lazy." This
feeling presses on the foreman and drives him to driving the worker.
On the other hand, many foremen_ are close to the workers. Some
workers will even stop other workers from irritating a particular foreman.
The men feel that these foremen are in a tough spot and are subject to
discipline and firing as are other workers.
From a Detroit worker I learned that dudng the foremen's strike the
workers felt a mixture of guilt at going back to work and not stickiog with
the foremen, and of satisfaction because of the chance to show how well
they could work without supervision.

CHAPTER V
MANAGEMENT'S ORGANIZATION
AND THE WORKERS' ORGANIZATION
The company for which I work is a gigantic indwtrial concern which
employs hundreds of thousands of workers. ,from all aa:ounts its assembly
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,ines everywhere are vicious in their exploitation of the individual. Its technique is high speed production. On the other side we have the U.A.W_, the
most advanced union in the country. The class struggle has tripled in
intensity and the workers speak in new terms and thoughts.

Management's Organization
It is clear to me that the reactions of the individual to production are of
such a nature that they cannot be checked by the present-day utilization of the
means of production . There is only one course open to the ruling class. It is
to channelize, to corrupt, to disrupt, to coerce, to prevent ,my extreme expression from taking root or form with a view to change.
With this in mind, I shall proceed to discuss the manner in which this is
done in the shop, the means used, and the divisions created.

I. The Probation Sy!tem
The rebelliousness of the worker takes many forms. It is the conscious
organization of this rebelliousness whicli the factory owners attempt lo prevent.
For example, the company in which I work insi~ts on a six mQPth probation
period for a new worker. Exactly why) First let us get clear the fact that it
takes but a month or two, more often a few weeks, to dete rm ine the abi lity
and worth of the worker. Why then six months of probation? This six
months period is the longest I have ever heard of in any union contract.
Usually it is one month or two.
The six months period is a time in which new workers are provoke d
into revealing what their attitudes are. If such wo rkers are stamped dangerous,
out they go.
In certain departments, the company hires and /ires en masse. Out of
say, 40 laid off, a select few will be called ba~k. By !h is means, during a trial
period, the company can select more reliable elemcnts. Then a mass lay-off
to avoid charges of discrimination. Then quietly, individuals are ca lled back
to work. The company is not bound to these temporary emp! ;yees as there
exists the six mon th probation period.

2. The Rumor Sy&tem
The company tries to keep the workers in a constant state of agitation
and uncertainty by spreading rumors. Whenever a change is about to take
place, a dozen rumors flood the shop. This is skillfully done. The workers
never know what is coming next. First it is: we will work seven days a week,
12 hours a day. Then, three shifts at 8 hours. Then, two shifts at 9 hours.
Then, no Saturday work or there will be Saturday work. There will be a
big lay-off in everybody's department, etc. The workers have a rapid grapevine over which flows information with an amazing speed. These rumors are
spread by the company which then hits with a 5 day week, 8 hour day. That
is the general idea. The conditions of employment are continually in flux.
Finally the worker gets disgusted and says: "The hell with it, let them do
what they want," or when angry, "What the hell are they up to now?"

3. The Kind M,uter
The company tries to make the workers believe that it is looking out
for their best interests. It sponsors all sorts of clubs. 25 year club, etc. , bowling
clubs, gun clubs, and fishing dubs. It goes in for paternalism, family circles.
It likes to have members of the same family work10g in the shop. The company tries to imitate the workers' own tendency to organization.
Many times the company will deliberately issue sales of stock to employees
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in order to simulate part ownership. This however cannot counteract the
miserable life of the worker in production.
The workers are not fooled any more by this sort of thing.
The company sponsors a nation wide contest among all its employees.
It is called "MJC," the "My Job Contest." The workers are exhorted to write
letters as to why they like their jobs and especially why they like to work
for this company. Over a hundred and fifty thousand dollars are being spent
on the pushing of this contest. The factory walls are covered with signs
advertising it. To induce the workers further, the prizes to be given away
are brought to the plant. There are autos, refrigerators, washing machines,
ovens, and the like. To date, 30% of my plant have made .entries ind on .a
nation-wide basis, about 100,.000 haye entered. The workers joke and laugh
about the contest. Their remarks vary from:· 'The biggest liar will win," to
"The winners are already picked out." Others say: "I like my job because
I can feed my family", "I like niy job because I want to win a new Cadillac,"
"I like my job because I want to keep my job," etc. Some workers at a loss
for what to say ask their children. One worker's child said "because you buy
me pretty clothes, Dad." When he asked his wife, she said : "Why don't
they give you a steady day job?" The company is pressuring the workers to
enter the contest. The foreman and plant superintendents have been going
around trying to coerce workers into entering. One long employed worker
was in the office about it. He noticed that the boss had a mark next to his
name. He became furious and had an argument with him. He said that he
would write a letter only if he himself decided. So far he had decided not
to and no one was going to compel him.
The contest seems more to have stimulated workers to thinking about
what they do not like about their jobs. Many are entering in spite of their
hatred of the job. They feel that there are things which a worker likes. The
company will accept letters in any language and will translate. They want the
letters above all to be in the language of the worker and they stress this very
much.
4. Company Men
There is a general feeling of insecurity throughout the plant. It is clear
to me that the company is aggressively preparing for the next strike wave,
or labor trouble, by building up a stratum of company men, or as "it were, a
labor aristocracy of a sort. These workers make it a practice ~o go out drinking
and visiting other workers with a view to building up personal relations,
and then to draw them. into their circle.
a. Stool Pigeon. Are Made, Not Born

When the bosses find a worker they want to corral, a certain type of
treatment is employed. This treatment is of a most ingratiating nature. The
worker is treated with kid gloves. In many instances the foreman will go out
of his way for you. It places some workers under a tremendous mental strain
to combat it.
In the past several months of my employment in this factory, I have
been approached more than a dozen times by various workers who have
attempted to bring me under the ideology of the company.
I have had discussions with various of these company men. It is necessary to lead these workers on in order to draw out the information. The point
at which I was considered safe was the point at which a bolder approach
could be used. So one quite bluntly tells me where the bosses drink on off days
and then casually invites me to come down to the tavern and meet them over
a few drinks.
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Other workers use a different approach. There has been an undercurrent
of propaganda for an independent union. T' ~ aim being to throw out the
existing CIO, busting all seniority as it exists and giving preference to company men. This was broached to me quite fr ankly by one worker. He intimated
in these very words, "Suppose the company has a network of stooges throughout the plant powerful enough to brea k this nni,Jn, wou ld you rnme along?"
He received an approp riate answer from 1ni~ as a res.i lt of which he dete rmined
it safer not to broach the subject to me at in.
Still another such worker recent ly quite frankly cxpbi11cd lo rne I was
"busting my head against a stone wall. Why not play smnt? Look out for
yourself. A smart guy can go places if he looks out for himsel f. '. He went
on to explain how the uni on is no good and is made up of burc:rncrats
approaching gangsters. This wo rker is a set-up man in the shop and th e
other workers know he is trying to get ahead.
The company stooge tries to draw out other workers by ant i ·omp:my
talk such as, "The damn company tries to get the best of you,"' .:·le. The
unwise or unsuspecting worker finds hi msel f out of a job in no time at all. T he
last shop I was in, I saw fifteen workers go by the board in fo t!, months
because of one stool whom I immediately recognized after my experience in
several other shops.
One day in the car with another worker, we had a conversation with
a stooge. After dropp ing the latter off, the worker says, "I can't understand
it. This guy never says anything abrnt the union and yet he t alks against
the company the way he does."
b. The Dilemma of the Compcmy Stooge

The untenable economic situation prcs~ing upon the working cla~s
brings certain sectio ns to the point where they tum inform.:r and betrayer
of their fellow workn;en. Combined with thi~ is th e d,udge ry and m011otony
of factory work as a whole from which these dcme nts J.ope lo escape by
advancing themselves through their activity. As a resu lt of their efforts in
behalf of the comfany, many of these wo:kers become foremen, set-up men,
and in instances rise to even higher positions. At any rate, it is much easier
for them to secure more financ ial benefi ts in their pay envelopes.
Another reason why such workers turn to such activity is the fact tha t
they find the un ion incapable of satisfying their needs. At the same time the
role of the union bureaucrat fills them with disgust. The anger at these fakers
gives them some of their moral support.
There are many drives in back of a worker turned stooge. Home, wife,
children provide his first impulse. At any rate that is his first conscious expression of what he is doing. In defense of these, he justifies all his actions an d
develops the attitude of: "The hell with everyone else. Every man for himself. Nobody does anything for you but yourself.'"
Some of these workers become fawning and servile, lose all self respect.
Others are decent men who are well-liked and who labor under a terrific
mental strain as a result of ·the gulf which must be created between them
and other workers. In general any self-respecting worker has a disdain and
d isgust, bordering at t imes on hatred, for the company stooges.
Self-seeking workers, e.g. company stooges etc. will denounce each
other to get ahead. They will inform on each other to h igher-ups on being
inefficient, etc.
The stooge in production today is more clever than most of his counterparts in yean gone by. At all times he skillfully will try to cover his own
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tracks. He attempts to understand all the backward prejudices that workers
have and use them against the worker. I have seen stooges brazenly condemn
the existence of such workers as themselves to other workers.
These worker stooges are caught like other workers in the maelstrom of
capitalist production. In seeking a way out, they choose to perform as they
do, no other means appearing to them.
c. Infiltration into the Union

The company's network of stool-pigeons and plants operates mto the
very heart of the union. Many times these agents employ a militant union
exterior for their purpose, the betrayal of the workers for the sake of their
own promotion.
In order to create anti-union sentiment, company stooges will infiltrate
into union positions and then deliberately betray the workers. This infuriates
the workers against the union inasmuch as they are unaware of what has
happened.
At a recent union meeting, something of interest came to light. The
chairman of the shop committee spoke of what transpired at union-management conferences. He stated that the company had no fait h or trust in workers
who would never join the union. In fact, their greatest satisfaction was. to
break away a fighting militant from the union and reward him with a good
supervisory job. This type of worker the company felt it could trust. This
same chairman had mentioned on several instances that the company had
continually tried and still was trying to reach him.
In many instances, the company will attempt to demoralize a new committee-man or steward by ignoring him and not recognizing him. This was
standard practice in other factories in which I have worked. This straightens
out over a period of time depending i.n the main on the shop and the ability
of the man involved.
In my plant it is well known that stewards and former militant union
men get special treatment if they are amenable. Better jobs, more money, etc.
At union meetings, it is not a rare thing for a rank and filer to take the floor
and point-blank accuse various union representatives of being out and out
company men. Such a rank and filer is immediately marked down as one to
be approached by stooges. Recently one such rank and filer immediately got
transferred from an unskilled job to one on a machine with an increase in pay.
It is interesting to note that this type of worker, in many instances, bands
together with others in the shop in attempts to influence and maintain control
of the union. This they do because they never fully trust the company and
wish to have at hand the union as a counterweight should the company doublecross them. Of course, in achie\-ing some sort of influence, they resort to
bureaucratic tricks and scheming of all kinds to get their men in.
At a recent union meeting the local's president spoke of tlie rompany
stooges and how they were trying to bust the union. He said that the plant
was infiltrated with them and that the company was on the oflfo$ive. The
union is invoking an old statute and will expel or exclude from 'Mllanbership
any one who they discover is a company man. A:t the same time, it was
announced that proceedings had been started against such an individual in
one of the departments. The union chairman alwars warns that fifteen
minutes after the meeting is over, the company will know exactly what took
place during the meeting.
The company men constitute the minority of the workers in the shop, but-

during a period of quiet, they can give the 1mprcss1vu uldl lt"10: Lvmpany 1s
strong and its eyes and ears are everywhere. Any worker who has had a
few factory jobs throughout several years knows of the existence of these
company men. In a new plant he learns to keep_ his _m outh shut for a safe
period of tim~. Many months pass before the ga~ 1s bndged betwee~ the n_ew
worker and his fellow workman. _He takes no sides. In answer to mvolvmg
questions, he will answer with a nod or a knowing wink. What goes on
about him does not escape him although to all appearances he has the aspect
of disinterest. First impressions are almost always voided. Real trust is
usually placed only in inaividuals with whom he has become more intimately
acquainted through social intercourse ou):side the pressures of the factory.
This situation becomes completely altered during a criticalJeriod when
the workers are in action. Then a new cohesion is establishe among the
workers, and the company men seem to run for cover, while the workers
speak their minds freely.

The Workers' Organization
I arrived in the plant two weeks after the "Big Strike" had ended.
Things were tense for several weeks. Newcomers were eyed with suspicion
by both workers and company so soon after the strike. My first day in
the plant found me waiting in one of the departments for the foreman.
A worker sauntered over to me. In a very brief discussion, he tried to
determine my attitude towards unions. 1 shook him off and he walked
away. His speech made it clear that he was anti-union. Union men made
themselves conspicuous by their avoidance of newcomers.

I. The Average Union Man
The :1verage union man in my shop rarely talks about the un"ion except
to complai n that it doesn't do enough for the workers. Nevertheless, he
definitely feels he must have the union. The company would ride all
over the workers without the union. In spite of his antagonism at the
way the union is run, he still holds to this belief. He attributes the small
attendance at meetings to several factors. One, the meeting hall is too far
away from his home and the workers live all over. He says : "Why must
they alw?ys hold it on a Sunday? A man likes to take his family and go
for a riae or picnic on that day. A fellow works all week and should be
with his family sometime." However, even when the meetings are called
after work, the attendance is small. The workers reluctantly show up at
a meeting. Most of the workers recognize this, but say: " Look how everyone
turns out on a strike ballot, contract negotiation or election." They do not
leave it to the leadership to decide crucial issues as they do not trust their
decisions. The rest of the year, the ranks abstain almost completely from
union activity, and angrily criticize the manner in which the leadership
operates. They believe more could be done.
In spite of all this, the workers carefully watch developments in other
unions throughout the country. When, in Pittsburgh, a union president was
put in jail by the government, the ranks were in sympathy with the call of
a general strike in that city to free him.
When shop meetings are held in the plant locker room, the ranks will
come. They straggle, but they come. Only a few talk. The rest watch
carefully what develo.Pmeots take· place. If the union representative is under
attack, they watch hllll squirm, and when a rank and filer speaks up, be
generally voices the sentiments of the rest of the ranks. Although most
of the workers appear uninterested, they ate not. They absorb everything.
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They may nod in agreement or disagreement at something which is said,
and carry away their opinions with themselves.
Most of these workers feel that the union activi.v is in there for some
reason. Union activity is out of the run of the average workers pre~
occupation. He believes, therefore, that anyone who engages in it more
than the rest has a reason. He is distrmtful, and would like to know what
th at reason is.
The ranks feel that new elections liven up ! he union and keep union
representatives on their toes.
Recently an election was held for delegates to a convention. Various
programs were put forth. One nominee had in his program, the slogan for
a Labor Party. The union executive board distributed a leaflet at the gate
stating that the local had voted against the Labor Party. If the ranks had
to be"informed that the local .bad voted such a way, it was dear that only
a handful had been present at the passing of such a resolution. And that is
the way it is most of the time, wjth twenty to thirty union members deciding
on issues affecting the whole body of the membership of 800.
At the fir st union meeting I attended in this factory many subjects came
up. There w1s a motion condemning the Army Courts-Martial System. Much
information also about the economic system, happenings in the country, and
blasts at the industrialists.

2. The Union Leaderahip
Many union representatives are sincere in their desires to lead, and to
fight for, the workers, but most of the union leaders that I have seen,
although they work on the machine or on the bench, do not react to most
situations as the rank and file does. It is not rare for a committee man to
attempt to persuade a worker not to put in a grievance.
The rank and file do not hesitate to demand departmental meetings
v: hen issues arise that directly affect th~m on the job. They do not trust
these to the union leadership. They want to be there and to decide what
,tction is to be taken. The workers go up and down the aisles saying : "We
wan t a departmental meeting. If the committee man doesn't call one, we"ll
hold it ourselves."
The Taft-Hartley bill hung over the nation for some months. One
day Congress made it into law. The next day I listened carefully for comment.
One fellow says : "Those guys are really out to put chains on us." Another
says : "Labor all over the country should walk out." A third says : '"This
will fix those union leaders."
As a member of the rank and file, I approach an official of the union,
an executive-committee member. I demand that a plant-wide emergency
meeting be immediately held in view of the situation. He refuses pointblank and says : "'The usual monthly meeting will be held in two weeks."
I talk to several workers. They say that they have heard rumors that the
phnt will walk out at twelve o'clock. The chairman of the shop committee
then comes up to me. I demand an emergency meeting where the ranks
can express themselves. He tells me ; "You are going off half-cocked. Next
week the C.I.O. is holding a National meeting in Washington on the subject
and we must wait."
Several weeks after the initial crisis has passed, the leadership finally
calls an after-work meeting on the anti-labor bill. A handful of workers
shows up and the leadership rages on this point: "Such vicious attacks are
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i·c·-ig made on labor and when we call a meet ing on this vital subject, the
ranks on 't show up."
T
unio n leadership has a great deal of ri dicule for •· , ranks. They
constan tly m ke f1 n of the fact that the ranks on't give a ~• · n, and don't
attend mcc ings. T hei r attit ude is one of: " I k rc we :i re trying t., ,le everythi ng
fo r th crn an d •' icy don' t give a clamn."
T be
·o n lc-:idc-r, hip is very much .if 1.•iJ uf r.11 1k :t nd file action.
cr"n I · , ri : van( • '.J f a seriou s 11 .1 l1 1rc r.11'1e up. It w:i~ , l, 1r 1l1.1t l e ~top
_,,.,.. er• 1;,.:n y ,•·r,, Id rr·< 1ui rc cle:i r-uit atti on •J 'l th e p .111 ,,r tlic: wo -kc rs.
Ju <t t ,. r · ~en ! ·t ir ·1 o · a g rievance on th 1. •.1!! cr w:is , ,L ,.J ·Nith :i lJ rm
J_. the
ur 1•1 ··.1 ··. T icir :1 J vi ce w.1s : " D on ' t do .myth ; 11; r1 , h." " Keep
O"I I. rir 1 "irl: i r, er. ·· et c. The le:11 kr~l11, i~ , on~l. tly , n tl ·e ,· rr- nsive
vi•I 'Ile • 1 ~-•.
1· •nc · 1c 1, dcrs hip wi ll :igrcc to t crt.1i n n, · l'ro;·o.'1 '. of the
conr
ich ,•: ill liave an dfrct on 1hc: r:111k an l f°il e. ·, hey 'o not
notify the ranks ,~f their agreement as they Jo nol w.1nt r,, ·· 1 ·c·. This
ha pen ed rev.:n tl y. It is :ipparcnt that ", omp:i ny St r,· ity Ll ,
- i.: also
fri gh tening some union kaJ crs. It would t:ik c r •11 ~ .in 11 !,·
· · ,,1 of a
decisive 1ture to re verse the trend . At a r ·..:c nt n,L, li11J-.' ,,n,:
er aro~e
and as ked why the 1en in the shop were 11>1t c,11h ult t , b) .,e company
whe n a clia n e 1ffect ing th em was being made.
O ne dJy se,·eral workers are discu ssing th e u11io n , t>1 . t ' .11 t wit h a unio n
representa ;ve. T ie sub ject is the speed -up. Th e un inn uflici .11 tnlint.1.im
thlt I 1e w-i r -c~s mmt abiJe by the contr.1ct. I k :..1ys , " Any d u nge in the
mac hinery ,-- 11·ch the rnmpany mJintains is a ch.111:;c in 111cll, orl, gi \·e~ the m
the ri ght to rai~e the nu mber of pieces per hour." At .111uthcr time he
n:iter::!cs that the uni0n contratt is hi nding. A r ·11l; .,n, 1 f;!t' r <t .t ,:~: " It is
binding just so long .is we let it be. "
The president w.ilks about the plan t wit h .m l lc,u r,,,.,s .ii most comp:iriblc
to that of the plant superintendent.
Even at a union dJncc there is this kin,! of , q ,.11.1 tion. Tl 1e union
leaders have a central uhle at which tl 1c:y ~11 ~it -. , ,! li 1lt,·ir iri< n,1~. T!tc-y
have full bottles of liquor and other ,!rinks. Tl.ey c11 6 .,_ ,..: in a clo istered
bit of rcvdrr. Som~ wear "Tuu" and mo ~t l ll we.t r w h itl' lfowcrs in tPtcir
lapels. They arc somewhJt boisterotL~ .i t tin:es . The · · ...,. i' hi.: re is not one
of workers' comradeship. There appcHs to be :1 hig h .. ,, n : of fu rm.ility
pervading the dance as a whole. A worker c.1si ly fdt 1:· re .it t J~e in the
shop than he did at the cLmce.
The most disgusting sight is that of the company superin tendent sitting
at their table. They are all very friendly. There appc:i rs to be mo re f. i..:nd liness
than ~tween the ranks and the union lcaJers.
~at is the company superintendent doing at the workers' ,1.1ncc ?
He circulates around amongst those present, acting very fr icnJl y and trying
to develop new friends :n the ranks. Those workers who igno re h im mJke
it felt.
There are some 800 workers in the union but only Jbo ut 150 .itknd
the dance.

3. Tlae Union Election
An election is about to take plJcc. In the 8 mon ths I luve been in the
plant, this is the first time things ars beginning to n:o,·e intrJ•Ull ion. FJctions
aod groupings arc everywhere. Suspicion, mistru st, conni,·ing, deals, etc.
arc the rule. Each group tries to gather to itself any rank and file support
it sees. Oiqucs arc cootinw.lly wo rking unJer LO\ er pr~pJring for the
f' B
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elections. The ranks barely participate in the .elections. One hundred out
of 800 members show up for the nominations. Everything is fluid as groups.
and individuals vie for positions. The rank and .file voice is noticeably
absent. What takes place is obviously the work of a handful of maneuvercrs.
At the meeting is mentioned the fact that some of the company's foremen
were formerly the best union militants. I have never seen a union election
as completely confused as this. There are no programs open to the rank and
filer. Nothing is solid. During the nominating, it is obvious that blocs are
forming right on the floor. One worker tells me he feels that all international
officers should be elected by a popular vote.
Company stooges are everywhere. They will wind up in every group.
They can't lose that way. A certain number of company men h'ave already
been elected to office.
Unless the average militant is careful, he must inevitably be drawn
into the mess of scheming. The ranks are -.basically hostile to what takes place
and view it all with disgust.
In the shop, printed campaign tickets appear. Each candidate claims
more experience than his opponent. Much effort and talking is put out by
those seeking office.
The Negro vote was fairly decisive in the. election. Among the Negroes,
one campaign was carried out, while the opposite was carried out with
the whites.
The elections brought to the surface many bitter battles and prejudices.
Most viciously used was the Negro issue. Inasmuch as the sentiment in the
shop tends toward Jim-Crow, the various groups attempted to accuse the
others of close association with the Negro workers and then smear them as
a result. There were rumors and mouth-to-mouth slanders of all sorts on this
score circulating throughout the plant.
One Sunday in the union office, before the elections started, I listened
to a discussion between the union leaders. They were discussing why they
run for office. There seemed to be some confusion as to exactly why. One
spoke this way : "We sit down pre-election and plot and plan how to win.
When we win it, we say, 'Why are we saddling ourselves with this all
over again?' "

4. The Ho.stility

of the Rank and File

The failure of the ranks to control the union in all periods leaves the
road open to bureaucracy and unprincipled factionalism, both of which
weaken the union. The section of workers which always attends union
meetings is made up ·of a various assortment of workers. Among them
are militants, professional radicals, bureaucrats, union-appar¥U-5 men, career
seekers, company stooges, and a number of serious non-pattisa.Q ·rank and
filers. If any group wishes to pass a motion at any meeting, it is not unusual
to understand that it was all planned beforehand. In the union audience-,
proponents of a certain motion will be strategically dispersed, to speak up
at any moment.
The American worker has become thoroughly aware of, and is disgusted
with, bureaucracy, both union and governmental. Civil life gives him this
outlook even before entering the factory. Upon .finding it .first hand in
the union where it affects him directly, it produces a positive resentment
within him. The American way of life has instilled in him the picture of
cross and doublecross. He trusts no leaders. That is why a good and sincere•
committee-man must SOOQCr or later run into· trouble with the ranks. It is ·
known in a union that the first defeat or mistake of a union representative
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brings down the wrath of the ranks upon him. The rank and filer almost
automatically searches for examples of betrayal.
During the fourth of July week, the plant was shut down. It was a paid
holiday for the workers. Theoretically no one was supposed to be working
that day. Some weeks later, a report of the union committee meeting with the
management is distributed to the workers at the gate. One of the grievances
mentioned is that of our shop committee man who, it appears, worked on the
holiday. He claims that he was not paid on the basis of an operator's pay, but
rather on a laborer's rate for that day. It comes as a surprise to the men that
he worked that day and they are disgusted with him for having done so when
he others didn't. They think it pretty stupid to have bothered to put in a
~omplaint and thereby bring it to the attention of the men. Worker Z says to
.ne very sarcastically: "And that is the union about which you have been
,hooting off your mouth."
The worker looks for the first mistake of the leadership. I le seizes
1pon this one error so that he can justify his antagonism towards the leader
·oncept. Many good militants have lost faith in unions as a rcsnlt of being
he center of such a situation. Those whom they daily tried to dcfo ,. I suddenly
urned on them at the first, faint sign of a betrayal.
In the U.A.W. handbook entitled, _"How to Win for the Union," a
varnii:ig is given to the stewards, committee-men, etc. as to what to expect
>n this score.
It is interesting to note that many workers lose money each week on
otteries and pools or horses. However, when a raise in union dues is put
rorth, a howl immediately goes up. The union is castigated, the conception
Jf the union being the bureaucrats. Some of the ranks feel that some phony
;omewhere will cash in on the deal. Nevertheless the assessment is received.
In spite of the worker's dislike of the bureaucracy, they would posili1·ely
:lefend their union against an attempt to bust it. As one worker put it; ·· Any
union is better than no union."
The worker has many apparently contradictory reactions to a J .;_ Lor
Party. He looks at Great Britain and says : " It is doing no good there.
How could it help us to have one?" One worker says: '"It's Communist. "
Others say: "Some cliques, groups, or bureaucrats will get a hold of it and
use it to their own interest." The workers arc afraid that a Labor Party will
be run the wa'y the union is run today.
One worker seemed to think the Labor Party was a good idea but he
couldn't unqerstand why the labor leaders didn't make one right away. He
stated that the workers should have n·ore immediate control over the leaders
of such a party, and agreed that if representation was direct from the
factory and right of recall by the rmk and file was a first principle, the
leaders would have to toe the line. He remarked: "Why any one of us
could be sent to represent the men in such a situation." Another worker
said to me: "The capitalists aren't going to allow a Labor Party. What do
you want? A revolution?"
One day, I spoke to a worker about a Labor Party abstractly. The
reaction was this; "What good would it do? Somebody would slip the
leaders 10,000 dollars and t}w workers would be left in the dust."

CHAPTER VI
STRATA Al\lONG IBE WORKERS
The last few years ha\·e been eventful ones. Many of the workers of
whom I now write, entered the factory just prior to the entry of this country
into the war. Some came from small businesses which they owned. They
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often refer to the fact that they were their own boss then . Others entered
the factory then but after a few years, were drawn into the armed forces.
There are large sections of Italian, German, and Polish workers. In spite
of the fact that most of them are native-born, events which take place in their
parents' countries are followed with the greatest of interest.
Today in the factory, there are workers from all walks of life. E.g. :
ex-school teachers, former coal miners, workers who had small businesses
such as a garage, grocery store, candy ~tore, trucking business, fur raising
farm (mink), land farming, odd jobs businc~s, salesmen, ex-insurance salesmen, house-painters, and lawyers. There were many more. Each of those
I have mentioned was the former vocation of one or more workers whom
I now know in the shop.

The Negro in the Shop
The Negro question in the plant is of a vital nature. In the main,
Negro workers have been quiet, rc:su ved, but deeply moved by their position
in the plant.
The average Negro worker sizes up the workers in his shop. He knows
who is okay and who is not. He has a keen ability to detect falseness. Towards
bosses and stooges, he puts on an act of extreme stupidity. When the boss
tries to pull something over on him, he assumes an air of ignorance and
incomprehension.

l. The New Negro
There is in the factory today a generation of new, young Negroes.
Youth who have gone through the war but have spent comparatively no
time in a factory. They chafe under the indignities which they receive. They
are not a depression product, but youth who have returned recently from
service and who have matured in the last six years.
The past several years they ha,·e been filled with war propaganda :
equality, democracy, and freed om from fear. They want it and are ready
for a fight if they don't get it. They have gone through grammar and
high school and show a high degree of intelligence. They are anti-Uncle Tom.
Most of the Negro workers in the plant are veterans. Many- have seen
ac ti\-e fighting and hav e toured the U.S. and foreign countries. What they
have seen has left a deep impression on them. Their readiness to fight at
the drop of a hat is evident.

2. The Negro Worker and the Machine
The Negro worker looks longingly at the machine. If he is on a job
he does not like, he will skillfully try to give the company as little of
his Labor as possible. In the factory, the Negro is confined primarily to the
dirty, unskilled laboring jobs. He is never hired outright as a machine
operator. He must get in the plant and then fight his way up. One Negro
worker told me he ran automatic screw machines during the war. The
company which hired him now would only give him a laborer's job.
If the Negro docs succeed by his efforts in finall t· getting on a machine,
the company and many white workers will make it extremely difficult for
him. He will often be driven to quit the plant rather than suffer the
indignities.
Oaly a few Negroes are on machines. The others resent new workers
being hiRd and given jobs that they feel they have a right to. There is
much discrimination in this respect. Often now at union meetings, these
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young workers take the floor and denounce the discrimination and demand
equal opportunity in upgrading.
I have heard· Negro .workers threaten to quit the union if it does not
do something for them.
If two machinists, one vvhite and one Negro, apply at the personnel
office for an opening, the white will get the job.
A Negro worker has to do a better job than the white worker in order
to keep his position. The competition is fierce in such instances, and the
Negro is sure to be let go if he does not out-do the white.
And then there are white workers who resent a Negro getting good
pay for a job, and would like to take the job for themselves.
• There are many Negroes in the plant who have pride in their work .
Tliey are serious in their desires to give their best and to help their fellow
workers. But the same pressures which drive workers as a whole apart,
react doubly so on them. They deeply resent the humiliation , 1hich they
suffer in production, and the failure on the part of society to give them an
even break produces a negation of the qualities which workers ~ ~ a whole
a:dmire. It confuses, distorts, and upsets them. They yearn for integration
into the social process. They desire to be one with their fellow men. I have
seen Negro workers deliberately turn their backs on a white worker. At
another moment they have given of their best. The Negro's slacking on
the job is directly traceable to his resentment at the restricted role he plays
in production. Between these two tendencies the Negro is torn apart.
The Negro worker today watches keenly when one of his race hits the
professional headlines. He desires so much to have the abilities and the
talents of his people given a chance that when Jackie Robinson hits a
home run, he applauds with a vigor and excitement which bursts out all over.
Negro workers have the amazing ability to be able to determine on
sight the model, make, and year of most any car. In the shop, the laborers
who handle the chips from the machine, know more about the qualitr of
steel being used on various machines, and the piece numbers being run
on different .machines than most of the operators. They are able to di stinguish
on sight the part nu mber of a score or more tJ·pes of work. I have been
told that in Detroit the best auto drivers, recognized as such by the workers
as a whole, are the Negroes.
The day the Negro has the opportunity to unfold all his talents will
be the day when the community as a whole will benefit.

3. The Negro and the White Worker
The workers have many confused and contradktory reactions. In
relation to the Negro, it manifests itself in many ways. The Negro as a
result is under a terrible pressure in the shop. He does not know when or
where he will suddenly hear some degrading remark. Some examples of those
Jim Crow expressions are given here with the notation that the same worker
could make the same statements in one day. E.g.: "The Niggers buy the
best of everything when they buy. The best cars and furnishings and clothes."
Then the opposite: "The Niggers never have brakes or windows on their
cars." .Also : "The Niggers bring down rents and they are dirty."
In the plant, the white and Negro workers eat in the sacie cafeteria.
Outside the factory, "''hen some of these same white workers go into a
restaurant where the same Negro workers are eating, they walk out.
When something is lost or stolen, the first people thought of are the
colored porters and laborers. When things are missing, you can be sure it
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either dropped into the oil, or another machine operator appropriated it.
However, the white worker instantly thinks the Negro took it. Vicious
anti-1:"1egro elements capitalize on these instances for the company and try
to dnvc a deeper wedge between the workers.
Racial tensio_n reaches a climax at various times. Once it exploded in
a battle between a Negro and a white worker. The white taunted the Negro.
The two went outside and the Negro was beat up. Back in the plant the
white worker continued taunting and chasing the Negro. Suddenly the
Negro stopped, picked a bar of iron up, and floored the white worker.
Later, in an inquiry, the white worker took full blame and absolved_ the
Negro. Company stooges used the incident to bring out every batkward
prejudice of white workers.
The following is an example of how these contradictions manifest
themselves in the union. A union dance was organized. The dance committee
chairman deliberately tried to arrange a Jim Crow dance by distortedly citing
a local law, (which was unconstitutional anyway) to the effect that there
could be no mixed dancing. It was made clear to the Negro workers that
they were not wanted. Several workers take the floor and condemn the dance
stating it's all or nobody. They demand that the issue be fought out at
the dance hall with everyone in attendance. One Negro seems to have an
Uncle Tom attitude. He does not wish to battle it out, but requests that
tl1e dance be held elsewhere with the union taking a loss. He is willing to
pay assessment of 5 dollars to other members' 2 dollars, to make up the
J eposit loss. An F.E.P.C. is proposed to prevent such occurrences. Other
Negroes speak up against discrimination on the job. The one _Negro with
the Uncle Tom attitude has a favored position in the plant. He is one of
the handful of Negroes who is doing a skilled machine job, and he fought
his way up during the war.
Only one Negro girl attends the dance but leaves soon after, being
completely isolated. The Negro workers deliberately shunned this dance.
It was their way of keeping their self respect.
The white unionist feels that every man in the shop has his j.ob to
do. He is hired for a certain job, and that is what he should do. He thinks
that the Negro worker should carry on in the same way. He does not however
realize that it is precisely the fact that the Negro has his job to do and no
other, whith angers the Negro.

4. Negro Leader.,up
In spite of the overwhelming Jim-Crow attitude in.the plant, a Negro
ran for vice-president. This worker was to some deg~ set off from the
other Negro workers because of the fact that he was one of the few who
during the war was upgraded. His being on a job of a' somewhat skilled
nature, developed in him what some of the other Negroes called a superiority
complex which they resented. In spite of this, their desire for representation
was so strong that he received the bulk of the Negro vote. This I learned from
a number of Negro workers themselves.
A young Negro worker in the shop told me he used to be a leader in
the Young Communist League but resigned. He reseated the Communist
Party putting up puppet leaders. He is against a third party and for a distinct labor party. He says that all the capitalist Negro organizations are no
good. The Negro will never gain his freedom under apitalism. He belongs
to the N.A.A.C.P. He says that the capitali~ absorb militant Negroes when
they break through the surface. He has utter cootempt for those Negroes who
have been sellins out their people. He claims that the Negro aristocracy
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thrives on segregation and directly continues to promote it for themselves.
He says it is up to the N egroes to lead themselves. The distrust of the whites
has left no alternative.
The Negro attendance at union meetings is small. It seems that the
Negro worker feels that the union is incapable of solving his larger problems
of equality and universal freedom. This was graphically illustrated one. day
in a discussion between me, a friend , and several N egro workers. My fnend
tried to keep the discussion on the trade union level , but the N egro workers
continually broke this down and attempted to discuss the general social
problems in relation to them and the new ideas and experiences they have
gained as a result of the war.
From my observations of the shop in respect to the Negro workers,
it is clear that some dynamic leaders from their ranks are nee,kd. They
have little respect· for the white trade 'llnionists and feel they , re being
used. Leaders must come from thtir ranks with a far reaching program.
There is a tremendous ferment among the N egro workers. White workers
know this. There is an intimation of fear among some white workers as to
what the Negro may do. At the same time many white workers respect and
understand the position of the N egro in the factory as well as the N egro
himself. The Negro worker feels the impending depression. H e bu rns fiercely
within. He knows he will be the first to be put on the chopping block. He
feels that now is the only opportunity he has to strike back somehow, some
way, in the organized labor movement. The threat of impending strikes is
welcomed by him. He less than others can afford the loss of pay, but he fi rst
of all will vote strike.

The Attitude of the Conservative Worker
There is in the factory today a stratum of workers which over a period
of years has accumulated a high seniority. That is, these workers have
spent several years in the same industrial plants. During this time they ha·ve
observed and experienced various union regimes. More so than transitory
workers, they have seen union leaderships develop into various patterns and
effects. They are aware of the class collaborationist activities of the union
bureaucrats, Bureaucratism has left a mark on them. This group of
workers which represents a large section of the American labor movement,
is acutely aware of the rottenness of present day society. They harbor a
deep and abiding hatred of the industrial ruling class. They are wise to
its maneuvers, tricks and abuses of the workers. At the same time, not
having a fundamental grasp of the economic laws governing society, many
believe that the capitalist class is all powerful. They lean more to this
conclusion as they see the trade union bureaucracies continually capitulate.
One old seniority worker said that the old workers were against the
strike. Many claimed that the union leadership in the International had
juggled the votes and called out the men when they should not have. One
such worker claimed that, "those who were for the strike were the new
war workers who had never been in industry before. They did not know what
our conditions of work were before the war. I was not against a strike as a
strike, but against it being called when it was called. The company was
being reconverted and was getting back tax refunds from the government.
We were licked before we started. We used up all our savings in the strike
and many of us had to go back into debt. It was tough enough getting out
of debt from the pre-war years. I would not be against a strike now as the
rlATlpUly needs productioo and is no longer getting tax refunds. No one
broke the picket lines because the company itself after a while shut down
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the plants. Had they remained open,. there would have been violence and
workers would have attempted to bust the picket lines. As it wu, very few
workers from the plant manned the picket lines."
It should be stated here, that from the accounts of the strike ballots
taken during the 1946 strike wave, the majority of workers overwhelmingly
rntcd strike.

I. "I/ I aoorlced here tu lon1 tu you haH ..."
Throughout the years the process of/roduction has steadily been working
on th<:se old workers and has produce an explosive latent force in them.
More than all the other sections of the workers, they have been subjected
to a steady and uninterrupted education and development by capitalist
pro<luction. All the contradictions are there.
Their years of service in one factory have created in them a feeling
or attitude of having a vested interest in the plant. This is expressed
by other workers thus, "If I worked here as long as you have, I would
want to own the factory." The manner in which these workers move
about the factory indicates an attitude of ownership. The assuredness
with which they move from department to department can be seen
even in the way in which they walk.
The apparent inability of the union to solve their problems, the
seemingly tremendous power of the boss, have contributed to making
these workers cynical and conservative. Many sections of them become
out and out company men. The company is forced to be lenient in one
respect or another towards these workers because they know the ins and
outs of the plant thoroughly. However, this does not prevent periodic
explosions.
One worker with the company 25 ye·ars collided head on with an
overhe:td guard . In a blaze of fury he got a hack-saw and began to saw
it down. In his anger he was shouting, "Let them fire me." Then
fo llowed a string of invective and abuse at the company. It is odd
because he is a company man.
On one particularly hot evening, anotht:r worker with ten years
seniority says to a group of fellows, "Let's f- them all and not go back
into the plant." He then says decisively, "What the hell can they do
to us ?" Immediately following his statement an extremely funny scene
occurred. The assembh:d workers be~ to imitate the foreman pleading
wi th them to get back to work. One of them, assuming the identity
of the forem ..n says, "Please, fellows .• ,Please go back to ·work. Please."
The other workers immediately burst out into loud laughter.
2. "Fellov,• lilce me 1cnm,, plen,,y''
I would like to illustrate concretely the development of some of
these long time seniority workers as I · have seen and heard it. "Z" is
a worker employed 20 years by the company. In the past few months
he has come out with some revealing statements. It is clear that through
the years he has given many worthwhile suggestions for production
to the company, but has not been rewarded satisfactorily for them.
One evening during the lunch period he tells a dozen or so workers
from the department the following, "I have an idea now that would
~top those machines from cracking up. But those sons of - - ain't
going to get it for a measly 6fty bucks. Either they give me a thousand
bucks or they can go f- themselves."
At another time, the same worker angrily says, "While we are sweating
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our heads off, those bastard bosses are in Florida suunin8 themselves." He
goes on to say, "The plant Super went out at seven and comes back at eleven
all tanked up. Now if that son of a bitch said anything to me while I was
taking a shower upstairs at eleven-thirty, I would let him have it."
One day a copy of a daily newsp:tper was lying on one of
the work benches. One of the columns c011cc::rned itself with the Marshall
Plan which is being furthered by the U. S. A worker with several
yea rs seniority was reading it. On the basis of that we got into a discussion
of the European problem. These arc his approximate words:
"' It is easy to see that Europe must be united on some sort of
plan. These countries fighting with each other for so many years has
only brought wars and destruction. They were crazy for trying to destroy
German industry. The German workers are some of the most skilled
and mcchanicaUy minded people in the wo rld. Europe will never ,•~cuperatc
if they don·t put the German workers back into the f«tories."
From there we got into a discuss ion of our factory. I asked him
.tbout the efficiency in our facto ry and wha t he and the others ·..rith long
,ears of experience about machinery LOuld do if thc::y had the opportunity
·. o put their ideas in to practice freely. He replied, '"Fellows like me
and workers "X", "Y" , and "Z" know plc::nty. What do they, (the
company), kn ow about prod uction. Th y get more in our way than
anything. Those engi neers, who sit in the oflice, try to plan out things
complicated so that they can keep thei r jobs. T hey've got to eat too,
you know."
3 . "Sure, all tliut s!ulJ i~ true"
The "Saturday Evening Pos" of Jul y 19, 1947, ca rried an ·article
entitled : "'The Union That Ol rcd T o Be DirTerc::nt." The ntide deals
with a fac tory which was on the vc:: rge of h;111kruptcy. In order to
forestall the lay-off of hundreds of wors:ers, th e un ion and the .:ompany
came to an agreement whereby the wo rk ers V: •Jll ld have the full run
of the shop to de velop production to a po int ,\here the company would
be able to remain in busi ness . Not only d id produc tion increase, but
absenteeism fell off al most entirely, and w.1sle almost di sappeared. I gave
the magazine to one of the shop workers to read. I le has been a wo rker
for over fifteen yea rs.
h :" "1as particularl y struck by the ma nner in which the workers
increased production when they were given a fr ee hand. I present in
the following an appro ximate account of his com ments on this article.
"This guy has a lot of common sense. One shop I worked in I
was set-up man. I used . to stand · at the mac hine and constantly try to
devise new adaptations. I had hundreds of ideas. I have lots of them
now, but what's the use of trying them out. The next guy would come
in and change what I had done. I know ways of grinding tools now
which I am posifr.-e would make the job easier and more efficient, but
if I tried them out as things are everything would get more confused .
What those wo rkers have done is pretty good but I don't think we
could do the same in ou r plant. Those engineers don't hold a candle
to the guy on the machine. How can they know w~J t we know when
we spend hours right on the machine? There are things whi<1 it is
impossible to learn unless you work at it every dJr o,·er a period of years."
He ended up w ith an indication that the wri ter of the article might
be a communist.
On Janua ry 1, 1947, immediately following the big post-war strike
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wave, " Collier's Weekly" appeared w ith an article by Peter Drucker
entitled , "What to do About Strikes." I brought the issue into the shop
and asked a worker who had been with the company over the past ten
years to read it. He had been in the preceding strike and was in a position
to understand what Drucker had to say.
He agreed that strikes were " esse ntially revolts." T hat the workers
were p sychologically unemployl'J in the mid st of empl oy rmnt. I k had go ne
throvgh the depression yea rs anJ reme mbe red we ll.
"S ure. All that stuff is tru e," he to ld me. T h e J ee p pe netrating
unre~t that upsets all wo rk ers he knew about.

The Attitude Toward Radical Workt'rll
Workers view radical parties this way : M embers of a radical organization through var io us mea ns acquire positions of union leadersh ip. The re th ey
agi tJte, etc. The conception is that it all comes from above. As a res ult , a g ulf
.1rises betwcl' n the profession al radi cal work ers and th e ran k md fi le.
During the e lecti o n , acc u~ations went arou nd tha t o ne sid e w as using
' Red "' tactics in co nsolidating the N egro vo te . Red -bai ting has ri sen to new
he ight s in the past year.
I h.ive o ften he,1rJ wo rkers speak of co mm unists this way . "Com mu n ists
are guys wh o don't wwt to work ."'
The avera_£e worker thinks ,ommunism mea ns regiment at ion . Everybody lives m the sam e house and wears the sa me cl othes . H e says there is
no dun ce for individuality in such a set -up . And, besides, how can a fell ow
111 ,1ke a m illio n bucks if he wants to. The worker also th in ks that the co mmunist
w.1 nt s h alf of ~-h .1 te\·er you've ,1;ot . Half o f your ,·ig.1rctte. and h :df of any
" nd .ii I your possess io ns.
In S[' itc of this, the work er im meJ ia tely rcrngnizes th e full es t co ntrol
by th e work ers as co m munism .
O ne J.1y in S['e.i king to th e stewa rd, I proposed that dep:irt rrn:ntal
·,i, , t i11 ,s~ l:>c hdd throughout the plant. I exp lained that th is wou ld g ive th e
r., 11 , ,t o prortunity to all the sec tions of th e p la n t_to d iscu ss th e problt:ms
, 11., ,, ,t to th l'm. This would also make it possible fo r all conditio ns an d
,b i, i,>ns affecting th e workc:rs to be subj ec t to th e closes t control by th em .
I le bl'carne furi o us and said that it was co mmun is ti c. "You ca n 't let th e
r.lll h. s dl'c ide eve ry thing like th at. "'
Joe Worker tod ay is an educate d ind ividu al in th at he h as usually gone
thro ug h at lea.st tw e h·e years of grammar and high schools. He has a w ide
~r h<:re of knowl edge and can ta lk abou t machinery, autos, polit ics, gove rn men t , movies, etc. Enough so as to offer an opinion on any subj ect which may
a ri se for Ji scussion .
I SJ.t with a group of workers. The di scussion went as follows : An
ex-G .I. s.iid, " A me ri ca neecl s 50Li alized medicine. The army provided med ical
,.1re for millions . \X'hy not in peacetime) The health of the nat ion is allimporta nt . All docto rs shou ld be con sc ripted for the h ealth of the nation.
They should be paid on the merit system . That is, the most skilled get the
rno~t money ."
One worker s.1ys, " That is communism, " The speaker says, " But there
i~ i;ooJ and bad in all syste ms and forms of politics. There is much good in
, ,_, n,rnu nism."
A comrarison wa.s made as follows, " If the government can supply police
1 : utec tion , it should also give health protection ." The discussion was fully
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participated in by all the workers at the table. They came to the wnclusion that what the young G.I . was talking about was pretty true.

The Veteran in the Shop
Veterans in the shop are now beginning to rehash their wartime experiences . For almost a ycar they have spoken little :ihout their experiences. Now
the past is once more coming to the fore anJ rc-cvaluations are made. Men
kid each other as war heroes as they tell of incidents. Many tragic happenings
are ,tlso unfolded . The regimentation of the army was gre:1tly h:ited by the
men. The first acts on the part of the rnmpany which are of a regimental
nature are immediately compared to the army . The phr.1se, ··1 thought I was
out of the army," is used.
The veterans have come back into the factory with their experirncrs having
left deep impressions on them. Navy veterans attempt to strike up .1t"quaintances with other Navy veterans. The same for the army G. I. The bulk ,)f them
still wear their service clothes in the shop. The rea son they give i~: " They
are good work uniforms." It appears that there is more th an that to it. It
seems to serve as a link by which they continue the bond b, t-.n ,:n them.
Often G .I. terms are used in describing the fa(tory.
The rl'g irnrnt.1tion
of the armed forces is compared with that of the factory . Rattle fatigue is
called machine fatigue or "Acme" fatigue (the Acme is a type of .1utonutic
machine). Sounds of the shop are compared with those thc:y h.11·e heard in
service. When the plant siren goes off, it becomes an air raid . Dinner time
and pay time become the moment to whistle bugle calls for mess an,! pay-time
as it is done in the service.
lbe antagonisms towards the officer caste arc tr.1n,111itt<:d b.ick into the
factory towards the boss :ind supervision .
The factory is called a steel jungle to be comp:1red some w.iy or other
to the islands of the Pacific.

The Women in the Shop
The outbreak of the war brought m.iny women into the factory . I h.1ve
seen many women operate machines whid1 I h.ive run . In one fadory, th ey
were employed as crane operators. The job ret1uired a grc:at Jcgree of ~cnsitivity in the lifting of huge sections of steel throughout the factory. Women
proved to be particularly able in this. I have seen thcm swing a heavy lo.id
of steel down the length of the factory and ~killfully place it <:x.1ctly where
it was wanted . There were many women on grii:ding machines in this factory
during the war. To-day I know of but one or two.
The factory seems to have giveo a sort of assuredness lo many of the
women workers. The shop counteracts to some degree the unequal status
between men and women in society generally. Although very few women
attend union meetings, those who do show a surging d esire to express themselves. Some think the union is the affair of the men and .ire afraid to
interfere. Others. think that the women don"t stick togdher like the men .
I had a talk with. a woman worker in the shop one dar. She was extremely
scornful of the men in the factorie s of the E:islern states. She claimed: "they
are all puny, no doubt from fa ctorr life, and do not comr.ire with the healthy
men of the Southwestern ~tat es and the wide open country. \'qhat' s more,
!"II equal and double anything any of you men Jo. I h.ive held down three
jobs at one time already:· She was belligerent in trying to est.iblish an equal
status with the men.
The relations between the sexes are comrktc·ly distorted by c.1pitJlism.
Certain women in the shop are labelled as women who c.111 be slept with.
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Whenever a woman

aocs down the aisle, whistles, cat-calls aod

phrases fly

down after her.
At the time of the telephone strike, the workers were amazed at the
militancy of the girb in that strike. Accounts of the picket line struggles
were widely read by the workers. Their comments were: "Those girls sure
have plenty of guts. Why they are fighting every one from the Company
to the State and local governments. It sure is a surprise to me."

CHAPTER VII
THE CONTRADICTION IN fflE FACTORY
Lowered Productivit7 of I..bor
I had discussions with several' workers on the lowered productivity of
labor.
Worker "'R" agrees. Especially concerning the assembly lines. Says
workers do not want to exist as slaves. Says production could be upped 20%
or 30% if workers were given , a f rec hand. Complains of the insuperable
number of obstacles which a worker tncounters during the day. Says if all
red tape and annoying supervisory help were eliminated, and if workers
ingenuity were allowed full play, production could be considerably upped.
He says it is very difficult to know what the individual worker thinks as he
isolates himself mentally in many respects from his fellow worker. He does
not often say what he thinks. He says workers hold back on their production
and never give their fullest.

}ull Pulling in Time
I spoke with two other workers on the same subject. One worker says
production could be doubled. The other is in doubt. Seems to think it means
more work for the workers. I approached the subject on the basis of a 4 hour
day, 5 day week and asked if that goal was possible. I tried to impress them
with a plant -wide conception of cooperation. I explained what was in reality
workers' control. One said that during the war in his section of the plant,
the fellows used to knock out work fast deliberately and then spend a frw
hours in horse play. They enjoyed themselves and at the same time got the
work out. He claims the mental attitude was entirely different then. Now
the monotony is extremely evident. It is just a question of putting in time.
He resents the pressure of the foreman when the production norm is completed and he is kidding around. The foreman, it seems, cannot stand
workers being idle even though the norm has been filled. (The other worker
in reference to this, noted that the miners had not been paid for a full days'
work in their walk-out, although the production quota for the day had been
filled.) He spoke of the many skillful tricks applied by workers during the
war.

The steel gang distributes steel wherever it is needed throughout the
plant. This job often consists of several workers pushing a.bout large skids
of steel. It is pla.in to see that the foreman over that groups feels that these
workers are holding back. He constantly, in moments of impatience, lends
his own strength to pushing the skids. The workers distinctly resent this.
l11cy do not mind when I, another worker, help them. When I add my
weight, the skid of steel rolls smoothly. This may mean that only another
worker is needed. But from the look on the faces of the steel gang. it
might aho seem that they had adjusted their strength to keeping the skid
moving at a slow pace.

A laboret ooe day confided in me the following:

"You know, kid,

tv.ing a laborer is really ao art. The idea is not to be around when JOU are
needed.
is a. way to time all this, aod the clever laborer need aot
exhawt himself."
I will add that this may have been much more true during the war.

There

It appears that since some have been bid off, the laborers must work
harder. But when the od.portunity presents itself, the laborer will still
seize it to lighten his loa .
As the tempo of work increases and the oppression of the worker
becomes greater, at a certain point in the rroccss a change comes over the
worker. At the moment the mad1inc is inA1ctinf its greatest damage on him,
and when he is reaching the bottom depths o his despair, a sudden sense
of defiance and then freedom envelopes him. This happens at rare rnoments
but leads inevitably to lowering the productivity of labor as it exi , :s under
the present factory setup.
On the other hand, I have seen workers almost wear themselves into
the ground trying to put out an extra number of pieces purely from the
desire to s.-c how much they could do. In these instances, there was no
extra money involved. In contradiction to this, workers will deliberately
burn out tools in the machine at quitting time, by turning off the lubricant.
Sometimes this is done to chastize the incoming worker for something illnatured he has done.

Tiu, Di'lli•ion o/ Labor
The .,,.orkcr labors under contradictions. He may often wish to help
another worker in some task, but because of the classifications and the
fear of risking the resentment of his fellow workers, he refrains from
doing so.
At the same time there is the ever present threat of the comp:my
using the worker's action against him in atkmpts lo further the amount of
work a man must do.
The wage scales and classifications in the shop arc extremely numerou!l.
It is a continual battle to reach :1 higher classification and more money,
with one worker competing against another. Much anger is generated
between workers and against the company over upgrading or promotions
to new jobs. Every time a new job is open, a bitter wrangle takes place.
It is not predomi~tly a question of the nickel raise involved, as it. may
seem on the surface, but a desire for recognition and a chance for exploitation of one's own capabilities.
In factories where different classifications of work are set up, workers
confine themselves to their own dassifications. For example, a machine
operator runs· the machine, the laborer sweeps and cleans, lifts, etc. This
is usually the case. I ha\'e noticed, however, the distinct tendency on the
part of workers to break these classifications by doing work not in their
Jurisdiction, so to speak. An operator does some laboring work, etc. This
infraction of the rules is done on the workers' own initiative. That is, they
take on the added tasks as long as they do it of their own accord. If the
company orders them to do these things, immediately the men rebel and
refuse. It is almost impossible to stop them when they decide of themselves.
Seniority regubtions of the union very often prevent workers with
real qualifications from getting ahead. For instance there are workers with
a frw years of experience who have outdistanced old time workers in
ability and imagination. This is traced fundamentally to the type of
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technical and academic training they have received in the modem school
system. I have heard even workers with seniority talk about how the
seniority system is a brake oo production. At the same time they would fight
against the company's trying to override seniority. They are in a contradiction
because they realize that workers need seniority as a defense and yet feel that
such defensive measures do not allow the best productive talents of the
workers to emerge. The workers say that if they had the opportunity in the
ranks to decide who should be upgraded, they would be able to make
better choices.
The last SC"Veral months have shown signs of a swift development in
the workers. They are stirred and moved by a deep unrest. They want a
better life in the factory. Their desire to solve the frustrating contradictions
of production can be seen everywhere. For example the worker who, sick
to his stomach from the stench of his machine, shuts it down and shouts,
" To hell with my classification. I can't stand it. I am going to clean out
this goddamn machine."

The Creativity of the Worken
When a worker has the opportunity to sneak away, he investigates
the other sections of the plant. Rarely does this happen. The longing to
vision the whole of which he is a part is never satisfied. He does not get
to le.now the routine and full mechanics of the ntxt departments. When he
can, the worker will stop at a machine which intrigues him, pick up a
piece of work and comment on it. He will question the operator about it.
An exceptional yearning can• be seen in the watchful eyes of those whose
job it is to perform some sort of laboring or unskilled manual task. It is
not uncommon to hear one worker say to another, "Boy, that job's a good
one to have."
However, when a worker is upgraded, the new job soon becomes routine
and once again he feels the same dissatisfaction . Many workers f'xpress the
hope to get into the tool room, but even in the tool room the work has been
Lroken down into routine operations. One of the highest skil!t:d men in
my department is a set-up man. He does a variety of jobs in the course of
the day, changing set-ups, devising fixtures, etc. Yet he is bored with his
work. He says: "If you think this is such a good job you can have it. I'm
fed up with at."
During the war, there arose a type of worker creativity known as a
"Government Job." I don't think there is a worker who at some time or
another has not made a "Government Job." It was always natural to observe
a worker making something for himself during working hours. Hundreds
of thousands have made rings, lockets. tools, and knick-knacks. If the
fomnao or boss would come over and ask "what are you doing ?", the
reply wu "a Govemmeot Job." Many beautiful things were made and
the workers used to show thrm to each othu. This has carried over and
it a p ~ that it will remain. 'The term applies to anything the worker
makes for himself oo company time. But it also appean that the workers
today doo't have u much patience for this type of work and something
more is needed.
The worker c1oaa•t want to know how to do many things just for th~ sake
of doing them. One worker will rd« to another u a good all-round man.
He would also like to be ooe but even that is not enough.
At laacb time, workers will oftm disaus how a job could be dooe
more eflideatlJ flGID begiaaing to md. Tbq will talk about what ltock to
use. how lo aw;hioe it. how lo do cataio operatiom oil various machines

with vuious set-ups. But they never get a chance to decide how and why
things should be done. However, if they can't use all they know, they try
to use some of it.
In order to make production, many workers devise ingenious adaptations.
Some change gears when the foreman is not about, Some make special
tools and fixtures for their machines to make it easier for themselves. They
keep these improvements secret so the company doesn·t benefit. At times
they help each other and at other times they do not.
The other day the worker on the next machine devised something of
a skilled nature to better his machine performance. He insisted on showing
it to me and explaining to me what he had done. He was pleased with
his accomplishment but was frustrated that there were no others he could
show it to.
Operators on steel-cutting machines have desires to speed up R.P.M.'s
on them and then increase the feed to the maximum cut to see how far they
can go. This is characteristic on lathes, boring mills, etc. I've done the
same myself many times. Although destruction may result, the workers
seek in this way, completely to master the machine.
Since the workers are unable, in the shop, to express fully !heir creative
instincts, outside the factory and in the home, they seek to sive free rein
to these instincts.
Many workers seek relief from tension of the shop on their off hours
by working on their cars. Cleaning and polishing th em. Tinkering with the
motor and other parts. Workers continually paint and fix up their own homes.
But here too they feel that something is missing. They may interrupt
such a project for weeks because they have lost interest and, unless they force
themselves to finish, it remains um.lone. Many workers say lo thc:ir friends
in the shop: .. When I finish a day's work here I haYe to go home and do
the same thing there."
When a worker sees a new piece of machinery he eyes it with professional
skill. "What a piece of machinery that is," he says. His appreciation is
not based on a monetary calculation of the machine, but on its performance
under his own command.

The Community of Labor
The miserable life in the factory is universal, so when some workers
whine and continually complain to their fellow workers, it antagonizes
them. Gripers are not liked and wherever possible avoided. The workers
say to a 3riper: "Don't complain to me. Go tell it to the boss.''

The average capable worker ttSpects another good worker. It is his
way of building up respect among his fellow workers in recognition of his
capabilities. The community of labor brings this forth as part of an unstated

code.
Womrs have ways of testing each other. Somdimes a whole day will
be spent plaguing a worker; for example, putting bluing on his machine,
stopping his machine continually, upsetting his tool box, hiding his tools,
di" 'rbis is to determine if the worker will squeal to the boss and also to
determine if be has a sense of humor and is a good guy.
Oftm a
taus satisfaction out of coming to •·ork on a very
hazardous day. 1be ia.itiatiTe is his and he chooses to come as this is ooe
day be is not apected lo come to work. Those workers who do come that
day 6Dcl a cmaiD enjoyment out of havin3 arrived. especially if there
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are workers absc:nt. There is then a certain camaraderie or light-hcartcdneu
apparent.
W orkm in each department visit the toilet for a smoke and rest at
certain periods during the day. No one has set the time, but_in my depart•
ment, we ha~ set a custom of our own. The day is divided into sections.
First smoke is at 10 :00 A.M., second is at 2 :00 P.M. At these specific
times, some of the other workers will be there and there is company to
talk with.
When a worker moves from one factory to another, a temporary feeling
of l:>cing lost seizes him, and unsureness of whether he will be able to ma.kc
good on the next job. One day in the new plant among the workers again.
and his confidence: in himself and his ability immediately tttur_
ns.
When tragedy befalls a worker, death io the family, illness, or some
,ud, personal sorrow, the workers express deep sympathy. Often it is
difficult to console such a worker in words, so in order to show his sympathy,
the: average worker will attempt some way in the day's work to aid the
bereaved worker. When tragc:dy strikes a worker, he finds some rc:lic:f back
in the factory away from the sorrow at home.

A, ThouKI• They Were Somebody
At lunch, one day, workers were discussing and lamenting the fact
that there is so little real friendship amongst people. One was speaking
in terms of what really amounted to comradeship. He remarked that it was
tragic that relations bc:twecn men were not harmonious.
All employees arc: nurl¥)ered. 8.1dge numbers are systt>matically replacing names of indi vidual workers. Pay en velopes, "-'Ork charts, t>IC., arc
all figured on the ba sis of numlxr. Evc.:n wo rkers begin to refer to each
other as numbers. "No. 402 work ed on my ma,hine last night."
There are many workers in the shop who search for some exrression
of their importance as indi viduals. 111c company, knowing this, in.~titutes
~ certain tyre of uniform. It is in the form of a smock or light work coat
._._ ,th the company in signia on it, usually worn by set -up men, in ~rectors,
< re. I took care to not ice the effects of this ruse on a few workers . For the
(i 1\t fc:w days, they seemed to adopt a self-important air as though now
1hey were somebody. After a few days, the coat was dirty, and added to
I his, from the very beginning the other workers ignored the new di stinction
which those who wore the coats seemed to think they had . The nO\'elty soon
wore off as no ch-angc: was brought to their status and work continued in
the same monotonous manner as before.
Workers now and then wear their names on their shirts. Many workers
become identified by the distinct type and color of the clothing they wear.
I described above the conveyor system and the hostility of the workers
to it.
There arc: some other aspects to this situation. Previously, the checkers
came to the workers' machines and in a rc:lationship exchanged receipts
for the work which the operator created. Now the worker places his work
on a con\'eyor from whence it tra\·els to a central pay point. At vario\15
intervals during the week he receives his receipts. The old relationship no
longer exists of contact bctv.·c:en worker and checker. (This is \'Cry satisfactory
to the checker.) The old system ga\'e the "'·orker a feeling of indiYidual
contact with the recipients of his work. The "-'Orker is angry at the new
srstem and demands that the old relation be established. He insists that
he be paid for his work at his machine. His reason is that otherwise he
[ }8)

1s cneated of ~ome or n1s Clay s won~ . .out uus is no more the case than
usual, the compa11y goes to extremes to see no one is cheated. The new
system as stated proves in many respects more satisfactory than before. But
the worker, not understanding himself or his- reason, is angry because he
is becoming further divorced from, and automatized in, his work. He
attempts to protect his individuality and resents the regimentation of his
labor into a sterile path. So he protests not the fact that he is required to
lift the work onto the conveyor, but the ~-•ither divorce of himself, from the
end result and the receivers of his efforts.

Teamwork
Production as it exists today in the shop seeks to divide the white from
blade, Jew from Gentile, worker from worker. But the shattering of the
division can take place right at the point of production. As I have stated
previously, workers have a basic respect of either good workers. The community of labor establishes a pride in this type of activity which is deeply
rooted in the worker. No matter how much modern production distorts the
worker, thi~ instinct remains always there. This becomes a univ~rsal trait
and cuts through barriers of race, creed, and religion. Bt•· t1,ere is no way
for the work::r to express this trait today in any productive manner. The
result is that it appears in other ways.
At times, a wonderful camaraderie develops in the shop amongst the
workers. Usually this is discernible in some sort of horseplay. Many times
workers will sing songs together to lighten the day's work.
Or many will talk everlastingly of the baseball teams, their standings
and who is playing. Specific detail is given to individual players and many
know very exact information on some of the players and their health.
Workers will use any subject as a means of maintaining a bond of
interest between them, e.g. baseball, betting, women.
A good worker always likes to keep his place of work dean. The conflict
of classifications often prevents him from doing so.
Orie day tl ,e Boor along the row of machines has become soaked with
oil. Sawdust has been thrown down to absorb it. The result is a t11ick,
heavy mess on the floor. Although this condition almost always exists,
tliis one day the operators find a broom and clean about their machines.
Then systematically the broom is passed on down the line. The company
always exhorts the men to do this, but very rare are the times when they
do, although they want very much to keep their places of work clean.
One day the temperature soared to the top of the thermometer. The
plant is sti.Bing. The top row of windows in the plant is closed. The
chain has broken and has not been fixed. Workers up and down the shop
complain continuously to the foremen. They are helpless for some reason
and are not able to get the windows opened. No one puts in a grievance.
I look for the committee-man, but he has not come in. I approach one
worker and say, "Let·s open the goddaro windows ourselves. If we wait
for · the company to do it nothing will be done." He says, "Come on." I
mentioned it to ?- few workers and they agree. Two of us went up to the
bathroom window which was suspended from the ceiling and looked over
the situation. It was impossible to 6x it from there. We went back down
and had to return to our machines. What had become crystal clear to me was
the fact that a half-dozen workers would instantaneously have responded
to a call to get a ladder ourselves and go up and 6x the window.
1bc workers are ready to act together to better their life in the factory.
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CONCLUSION
The basic machine ·in production is the lathe. It was on the basis of
the first crude lathe that the advanced machinery of modern production
has developed. Almost all machinery is a modification of the lathe e.g.
the huge boring mills, or of the drill press, e.g. the thread-cutting machine,
or of the lathe and the drill press. Most every worker ·who understands
machinery knpws this. The point which I wish to make is this: The mastery
of any of these machines automatically prepares the worker to gain mastery
easily over the others. I have seen this hundreds of times in the last 7 years.
I as well as other workers have at some time or other, been put on machines
which we had never run.- Most often it took about a half hour to be able
to run them satisfactorily. This is a frequent occurrence in inost factories.
When work runs out on one machine, the worker is often put on another.
I see it every day in the factory. In my present plant, during the first two
months, I ran a drill press, air-chuck lathe, automatic-screw, foot press, etc.
Two of these machines I had never run before.
I recall that during the war this was much more so. Another fact
shown by the wa, was the ease with which newcomers to machinery could
learn in a compa:tatively short space of time. This was proved to me by the
fact that in the first three years of the war, I' alone trained some twenty-odd ·
w ~ wbitt and ~ ranging in age from 17- to 50, in running engine :
and turret lathes.
It is clear, then, that the present-day organization oi production itself
develops certain strata of workers in a multiplicity of abilities. But this
multiplicity of abilities the worker can never develop to its fullest in the
factory as it is today.
The worker uses his five senses in the day-to-day labor in the factory.
&very one of them is distorted and mutilated. The terrible frustration which
is the product of years of exposure to an inhuman production apparatus.,
drives relentlessly toward the overthrow of that apparatus and its replacement
by a productive system which will enable the worker to give fullest expression to his senses.
In modern production, the worker is isolated on an island in the midst
of men and machines. So divorced has the worker become from himself that
he is divorced from his fellow worker. He cannot stand the chattering of
men in the cafeteria, and can find ease better, alone ·at his machine. The
anxieg of the worker is due to the fact that he is forever caught between the
contradiction of wanting to let his instinct, to do a good job and be dose to
his fellow workers, have its way, and then having to reverse himself.
The deep undercurrent of protest which exists in the factory is slowly
but surely beginning to concretize itself. The deepest hostility exists everywhere. It can be seen in the slumped shoulders of a worker trudging down
the length of the factory; in the way in which a worker walks up to a
drinking fountain and wearily bends over to meet the rising stream of
water; and in th~ set lips and drawn features of the worker towards midnight
on the second shift. What more profound expression of all this can be given
than the words of worker X who, in speaking to · his foreman, says, "I
thought Lincoln freed the slaves." Later in the company of several shopmates,
he mentioned something to the effect that it was time that someone came and

freed us from the machines.
What the Worker Wanta
Life, as he lives it in the factory and as it corrodes his home life, ·
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builds up this tremendous hatred in the workers. He struggles blindly to
throw off the weight of a distorted factory system. His exasperation at the
lack of efficiency is always apparent and is deeply rooted in him. It impedes
him and tears at him internally. Day by day he attempts to circumvent the
bureaucratic methods and orders from above. He takes note of all defects
in the utilization of labor-power that result from the improper utilization
of technical resources or from unsatisfactoi-y administration. He attempts in
vain to carry on a struggle against red tape, laxity and bureaucracy.
He wants every participant in production to understand the need for
and expediency of the production tasks he .is carrying out, and for every
participant in production to take an intelligent part in remedying all technical
and organizational defects in the sphere of production.
The worker expresses•his hatred of the incentive system by saying he
should write the union contract. This is no less than saying that tht existing
production relations must be overthrown. It is also much more. It means
that he wants to arrange his life in the factory in such a way that it satisfies
his instincts for doing a good job, knowing that it is worthwhile, and
living in harmony with his fellow men. It is deeply rooted in the worker
that work is the foundation of his life. To make his work a meaningful
part of life, an expression of his over-all individuality, is what he would
attempt to put into reality.
It is because I feel all this and see it around me in the factory that I
am a revolutionary socialist. Socialism is not merely an ideal to be wished
for. It must grow out of the daily lives and strivings of the workers, and
it must bring a new life to them in that which is closest to them and to
society-their work.
It is not for today's leaders of society to solve this problem. They have
shown inside the factory as outside it how helpless they are. It is from
the workers that will come the men and women who will lead and guide
the tremendous upheavals to come. Today they are being processed and
prepared in the factory for a new reorganization based on the freed capacities
of men in the labor process.
A powerful force is today preparing the socialist reality of tomorrow.
I am a part of that, as a worker and as a revolutionary socialist. It is because
of this that I have learned to see clarity in confusion. I see that in socialism
the workers will gain the dignity which capitalism cannot give, and as a
revolutionary socialist I have been able to clarify for myself and for other
workers the coming revolution by which the workers will create a new wotld
for themselves and for the rest of humanity.

